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Die Beitrage zur Assyriologie mid semitischen Sprachwissen-

schaft enthalten Arbeiten, die sich aus irgend einem Grunde zur

Aufnahme in die QuartbSnde der Assyriologischen Bibliothek nicht

eignen. Langere Studien von mehr als 32 Druckseiten werden als

besondere Hefte verOffentlicht, kiirzere AufsStze in Sammelheften ver-

einigt. Jedes Heft wird mit besonderem Titel und besonderer Seiten-

zahlung ausgegeben, und zwar trotz der vielfachen Preissteigerungen

unverSndert seit 1889 zum Preise von M. i.oo fur den Druckbogen
von 1 6 Grossoktavseiten ;

dem Schlussheft jedes Bandes wird wie bisher

Titel und Inhaltsverzeichnis fur den ganzen Band beigefugt. Die

Verlagshandlung liefert auch vornehme und dauerhafte Einbanddecken

(in ff. rot Halbfranz) fur die vollstandigen Bande zum Preise von M. 3.50.

Der Zeitraum zwischen der Ausgabe der einzelnen Hefte wie der

Umfang derselben wird lediglich nach der Fiille und dem Werte der

einlaufenden Arbeiten bemessen. In iiberwiegendem Masse enthalten

die Beitrage Abhandlungen deutscher Semitisten; doch sind andere

Sprachen, insbesondere Englisch, Franzosisch, oder auch Lateinisch

nicht ausgeschlossen.

Fur die in den einzelnen Arbeiten vorgetragenen Ansichten

sind nur die Verfasser verantwortlich.

Fur die Beitrage bestimmte Mitteilungen sind entweder an

Professor FRIEDRICH DELITZSCH, Charlottenburg, Knesebeck-

Strasse 30, oder an Professor PAUL HAUPT, 2511 Madison Ave.,

Baltimore, Md. (vom 15. Mai bis 15. September: Cassel, Kaiser-

strasse 64) zu richten.

FRIEDRICH DELITZSCH, PAUL HAUPT,

J. C. HINRICHS'sche Buchhandlung, Leipzig
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According to Jewish tradition, Purim, the last festival of the

Jewish ecclesiastical year, commemorates the great deliverance of

the Jews from the general massacre planned by their arch-enemy
Haman, the prime minister of Ahasuerus, /'. e. Xerxes, 1 about 474 B. c.,

5 six years after Xerxes' retreat from the third expedition of the

Persians against the Greeks in 480 i:. c. 2 In the present year (1905)
Purim was celebrated on March 21 and 22, i.e. about the time of

the vernal equinox,
3
preceded by the Fast of Esther on March 20.

In 1906 the feast will fall on March 11 and 12, while the fast will

10 be observed on Thursday, March 8, owing to the sabbath extending
from Friday evening to Saturday evening (cf. Judith 8, 6). The next

civil year of the Jews will begin on Sept. 20, 1906, i. e. about the

time of the autumnal equinox.
3

Festivals are either celebrations of regular annual 4
occurrences,

15 or annual commemorations of historical events; they are either

astronomical and agricultural,
5 or historical; and many feast-days are

preceded by fast-days. Primitive people fast in order to increase

their stomachic capacity for feasting;
6 but this preparatory fasting

afterwards assumed a spiritual complexion: shroving was preceded
20 by shriving.

7 Our celebration of the Fourth of July is a historical

holiday; Thanksgiving day, on the other hand, is an agricultural

feast; and Midsummer day, at the time of the summer solstice, is

an astronomical festival. In the Christian Church the summer solstice is

observed as the feast of St. John the Baptist,
s on June 24, while

25 the Nativity of Christ is celebrated about the time of the winter

solstice. HERMANN USENER (who died on Oct. 21, 1905) showed in

the first part of his Religionsgeschichtlicke Untersuckungen (Bonn, 1889)

that Christmas, the [trjTQOJtoXiQ TOJV 0(trcov,
9 as Chrysostom (347 407)

terms this principal Christian festival, was not observed on Dec. 25

30 before 354 A. D. 10
Nothing is known of the month and day of the

Nativity. The chronology of the life of Christ is extremely doubtful.

Our Christmas is a secondary combination and adaptation of the

Roman Saturnalia,
11 the Germanic Yule-tide, and the Jewish Feast

of the Dedication 12
(John 10, 22) commemorating the rededication of

35 the Temple by Judas Maccabaeus in Dec. 165 B. C. (i Mace. 4, 59).

Beitriige zur semit. Sprachwissenschaft. VI, 2. I
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The custom of placing gifts in the stockings of the children has been

transferred to Christmas from the festival of St. Nicholas (Santa

Claus) on Dec. 6.

Our Christian festivals are generally adaptations of pagan feasts.

As the Church found it impossible to suppress the ancient heathen 5

rites, the clergy tried to infuse Christian ideas into them. 13 Easter,

which is ecclesiastically observed in commemoration of the resur-

rection of Christ, was originally an ancient pagan Spring festival. It

is connected with the name of a Germanic goddess of Spring, Anstro,

which is identical with the Latin Aurora (for *Ausosa).
14 The seventh 10

Sunday after Easter, Pentecost, which was originally a harvest festival,
l:>

became in the post-Biblical period a feast commemorating the giving
of the Law on Mount Sinai,

16 and in the Christian Church it is observ-

ed in remembrance of the descent of the Holy Ghost upon the

Apostles during the Feast of Pentecost. The official Islamic inter- 15

pretation of the ancient Persian New Year's festival, Nauroz, is, that

it commemorates the day on which Ali was solemnly appointed by
Mohammed as the first rightful caliph. The Feast of Tabernacles

was an old Canaanitish 17
vintage festival, during which the people

lived in the vineyards, in huts made of boughs; but afterwards it 20

was interpreted as commemorating the fact that the Israelites dwelt

in tents during their wanderings in the wilderness. The Jewish Pass-

over represents the combination of a Canaanitish 17
agricultural

festival (the Feast of Unleavened Bread, /. e. bread from the new

grain, without any leaven from the old grain)
18 and a Hebrew nomadic 25

festival (the offering of the firstlings at yeaning time) with the ancient

astronomical festival of the vernal equinox.
3 The blood-rite 19 of the

Passover corresponds to the ceremonies in the German (or rather

Austrian Raitknackte (or RauchnacJite] /. e. the Twelve Nights from

Dec. 25 to Jan. 6 (cf. below, p. 49, 1. 3*. Houses and stables are 30

fumigated and sprinkled with holy water at that time in order to

ward off evil spirits. The ancient Hebrew Spring festival was after-

wards transformed into a feast commemorating the emancipation from

Egypt, but the account given in the Book of Exodus of the institution

of the Passover in Egypt is just as legendary as the explanation of 35

the origin of Purim in the Book of Esther. The traditional inter-

pretations of the terms /VW/ 20 and Pitrim are subsequent popular

etymologies which are just as fanciful as the interpretation of th>

name Babel (Gen. 11, 9)
21 in the legend of the Tower of Babel or the

combination of the name Noah with the verb nihham 'to cheer'. 2
'

2 40

The statement This will cheer 1 -'-

its Cvc. 'Gen. 5, 29') refers to the wine

invented by Noah, and is a misplaced subsequent addition to the

age Noah, the husbandman, bc^an to plant a rincrar,/ Gen. 9, 2o).-
4
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The Book of Esther was composed by a Persian Jew (under the

reign of the nephew of Judas Maccabaeus, John Hyrcanus, about

130 B. C.)
25 as a festal legend for Nicanor's Day 20 which was observed

in commemoration- 7 of the great victory gained by Judas Maccabeus

5 over the Syrian general Nicanor at Adasa2s on the 13
th of Adar,

161 B. C. This commemoration of Nicanor's Day was combined 2 '

1

with the observance of the ancient Persian New Year's festival 30 which

is celebrated at the time of the vernal equinox.
3 The Persian Spring

festival, known as NaitriJz, whose institution is ascribed to the mythical
10 king Jemshid, or Yim, is no doubt based on the Babylonian New

Year's festival 30 which is repeatedly mentioned, not only in the in-

scriptions of Nebuchadnezzar (604 561) and Nabonidus (555 538)

but also in the inscriptions of Gudea (about 2800) and in the letters

of Hammurabi (about 2250) to Sin-idinnam of Larsa. 31 It is also

15 referred to in the eleventh tablet of the Babylonian Nimrod :t2

Epic,

containing the cuneiform account of the Deluge. The Babylonian
Noah 33

says, in the description
31 of the building and provisioning of

the vessel, that he slaughtered oxen and slew sheep daily, filled large

jars with must, mead, oil,
35 and wine, like the waters of a river, so

20 that they could have a feast as on New Year's day.
- - The 'flowing

bowi' has always played a prominent part in the observance of New
Year's Day.

:tG NOLDEKE 37 notes the fact that the word misteli 'banquet,'

lit. 'drinking,' occurs no less than twenty times in the Book of Esther,

exactly as often as it occurs in all the other books of the Old

25 Testament taken together. Some Rabbinical authorities say that in

celebrating Purim you may drink until you cannot tell Haman from

Mordecai. 38

The Babylonian New Year was celebrated about the time of the

vernal equinox;
3 it was the chief festival of Marduk, :V) the principal

30 deity of Babylon. Marduk was the god of the morning sun and the

god of the vernal sun which brings about the revivification of nature. 40

March was also the first month of the ancient Roman year.
41 Pre-

vious to the Gregorian calendar (1582) it was reckoned as the first

month in many European countries, and so continued in England
35 till Sept. 1752, the legal year before that time beginning on Lady-day,

/. c. March 25.
42 The natural year is the interval between one vernal

equinox and the next. 4:{

The year of the ancient Israelites, on the other hand, began in

the fall,
44 about the time of the autumnal equinox.

3 But during the

40 Babylonian Captivity the Jews adopted the Babylonian custom of

placing the commencement of the year in the spring, and this Baby-
lonian reckoning according to the vernal era was observed by the

Jews from the sixth century to the first century B. C. Afterwards
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the pre-Exilic autumn reckoning was re-adopted and still rules in the

Jewish calendar. The seventh month of the Babylonian year is now
the first month of the Jewish year.

45 In the same way the calendar

of the first French republic began at the midnight preceding the

true autumnal equinox (Sept. 22, 1792). Also the year of the Persians 5

and the Macedonians began, not at the vernal equinox, but at the

autumnal equinox (FaG 2, 480).
3

The double beginning of the year survives in the difference

between the ecclesiastical and the civil years of the Jews, just as the

double beginning of our alphabet is preserved in our use of elements, I0

i. e. /, m, n (the first three letters of the second half of the alphabet)
in the sense of a, b, <:.

46 An elementary book is an l-m-n book,

just as we speak of an a-b-c book. The feasts of the Jews were

regulated during the Exile and are therefore adapted to the Baby-
lonian vernal era. 47 The academic year in Europe begins in the '5

spring, at Easter, while in this country educational institutions open
in the fall about the time of the Jewish New Year. Even when the

Babylonian custom of reckoning the year according to the vernal

era was adopted during the Babylonian Captivity, the autumnal

equinox
3 was ecclesiastically observed on the tenth day of the seventh 20

month, preceded by the Day of Atonement on the first day of the

seventh month, just as the Purim festival at the time of the vernal

equinox
3 is preceded by the so-called Fast of Esther. Later on, the

two festivals in the seventh month, as prescribed by Ezekiel, exchanged

places: the New Year was ecclesiastically observed on the first day 23

of the seventh month, and the Day of Atonement on the tenth day
of that month. 49 The regulation to observe New Year on the tenth

day of the month was probably prompted by a desire to prevent
the Jewish New Year from coinciding with the Babylonian festival

on the first of Tishri,
45

just as the Gregorian calendar tried to prevent 30

the coincidence of the Christian Easter festival with the Jewish
Passover. The Babylonian festival at the beginning

45 of the second

half of the year was therefore observed by the Jews as a fast day.

Similarly the Jewish Passover was celebrated on the 14
th and 15

th of

Nisan,
45 and not on the first day of the first month, in order to 35

avoid a coincidence of the Jewish Spring festival with the Babylonian
New Year's festival in the first days of Nisan (cf. Ezek. 45, 1825).

I stated above that the feast of Purim was a combination 29 of

the ancient Babylonian and Persian New Year's Festival at the time 40

of the vernal equinox
3 with the commemoration 27 of Nicanor's Day 26

on the 13
th of Adar. Nicanor, the friend of Demetrius, 50 is the pro-

totype of the Jew-baiter Haman. Nicanor's hatred against the Jews
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is emphasized in i Mace. 7, 26 where we read that the King (Y. e.

Demetrius) sent Nicanor, one of his honorable princes, a man who
bare deadly hatred unto Israel with commandment to destroy the

people (ankOTtitev 6 ftaailtvc, NtxavoQa [iiGouvTa xcd iy&Qai-

5 vovra rep loQat]).}. Similarly Haman is called in the Book of Esther

(3, 10; 8, i
; 9, io)

51 the Jeivs enemy. Esther (7,6) replies to the

King: An adversary and enemy, this wicked Hainan. The impaling
of Haman (just as the gibbeting of Holofernes' head in the Purim

legend known as the Book of Judith) corresponds to the gibbeting
io of the head and arm of Nicanor who is called a TQioa/iirfiQioq, a

thrice-guilty wretch, in 2 Mace. 15, 3 (cf. 8, 34) just as Haman is referred

to as a TQLGa).irr)QLO<; in the apocryphal letter of the King (Est. 16, 1 5

according to the numeration of the Vulgate).
Nicanor was sent against Judas Maccabseus in 161 B. C. But Judas

15 and his followers slew 35,000 of the Syrian army, and when the battle

was done, they found Nicanor lying prostrate in his panoply. Judas
commanded to strike off Nicanor's head and his right arm. He also

cut out the tongue of that ungodly wretch Nicanor, and commanded
that it be given by pieces to the birds, and that the 'reward of his

20 madness' (TO, 6' sJti%eiQa trie, opo/ttg)
62 be hung up before the Temple.

They ordained all, with a common decree, in no case to let that day

pass without solemnity,
4 but to celebrate the 13

th
day of Adar, the

day before Mardochaeus' day (JTQO fiiag rjfitQaq TJ/? MaQdo^al[x^q

tyMt'pai;).
30 This is the conclusion of the Second Book of the Macca-

25 bees, which was written during the second half of the first century
of our era.

The Talmud says of Nicanor in Taanith i8b :
53 Nicanor was one

of the eparchs of the Greeks. Every day he was wont to shake his

fist against Judah and Jerusalem, saying: "When she falls into my hand,

30 I will crush her." But when the kingdom of the House of the Has-

moneans prevailed, and conquered them, they chopped off his thumbs

and big toes,
54 and hung them up at the gates (cf. Est. 16, 18) of

Jerusalem, saying: "The mouth that talked with haughtiness, and the

hands that were lifted up against Jerusalem,
-- vengeance shall be

35 executed upon them."

The spirit of revenge, that breathes through the Book of Esther,

and manifests itself in the celebration of the feast of Purim, seems

perfectly natural,
55 as soon as we know that the book was written

during the Maccabean period,
25 after the Syrians had committed

40 unspeakable atrocities 50 in Judea. Antiochus Epiphanes (175 164 1;. <

.)

had given orders that Jewish rites should cease and heathen customs

be observed, under pain of death. Copies of the Law were searched

for and destroyed; women with their babes they had circumcised
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were hurled headlong from the city wall. 57 Antiochus wrote to his

whole kingdom that all should become one people (dvai xavrac H'J

).abv tva, I Mace. 1,41) just as Haman says to the King in Est. 3, 8. 9

(cf. 13, 4. 5): There is a certain people dispersed in all the provinces
of thy kingdom. Their laws are diverse from all people, neither keep 5

they the King's laws; therefore it is not proper for the King to

tolerate them. If it please the King, let them be destroyed, and I

will pay 10,000 talents of silver into the royal treasury.

Similarly the leader of the Jewish Hellenizers (a younger brother

of the high-priest Onias III.) who Grecized his Hebrew name Joshua 10

t'Jeshua) into Jason, secured the high-priesthood by the payment
to the King of a large sum of money and the promise thoroughly
to Hellenize Jerusalem.

58
Jason had offered 590 talents, and Menelau."

who supplanted him in 171, had promised 300 talents more. This

would be about one million dollars, or a million and a half, respec- 15

tively, while the 10,000 talents offered by Haman would represent
about eighteen million dollars. This enormous amount is, of course,

a fanciful exaggeration, just as the fifty cubits 103
given as the height

of the stake which Haman put up for Mordecai. If the Book of

Esther were not purely fictitious, we might safely substitute 1000 20

talents for 10,000, and five cubits for fifty. Haman was not suspended

by the neck, but hung up by the limbs, i. e. impaled
59 or crucified.

The upright stake, which was fastened in the ground in advance,

was not very tall
;
the feet of the malefactor were but slightly elevated

above the ground.
60 Five cubits would be more than eight feet;

01
25

but 50 cubits, more than 83 feet. Nor can we believe that the King
left the 10,000 talents to Haman; no Oriental monarch would do such

a thing (AoF 3,26). We must read in Est. 3, u, instead of TJic

silver is given to t/iee, the people also to do with tlicni as it seeiticlh

good to tliee: - - The people are given to thee to do with them as 30

thou pleasest. That the money promised was to be paid into the

royal treasury, was tacitly understood, and the addition ice-hakkcsf

'and the money?' is the inquisitive marginal gloss of a later Hebrew
reader interested in monetary matters.

While Haman represents Nicanor, the honors bestowed on 35

Mordecai correspond to the distinctions conferred on the Maccabee

high-priest Jonathan, the younger brother and successor of Judas

Maccabjeus, at the nuptials of King Alexander Balas of Syria and

the Egyptian princess Cleopatra, which was celebrated, with great

pomp, at Ptolemais in 150 B. C. 62 We read in I Mace. 10, 6 1 that 40

certain pestilent fellows of Israel had accused Jonathan, but the King

gave them no heed. The King commanded to take off Jonathan's

garments and clothe him in purple. He made him sit with himself,
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and said unto his princes: "Go with him into the midst of the city,

and make proclamation that no man complain against him of any

matter, and that no man trouble him for any manner of cause." When
his accusers saw how Jonathan was honored and clothed in purple,

5 they all fled away; but Jonathan returned to Jerusalem with peace
and gladness.

- - In the same way Mordecai, whom Hainan intended

to have impaled,
59 was arrayed in royal apparel and led on horseback

over the forum of the city, while Hainan proclaimed before him:

"Thus shall it be done unto the man whom the King delighteth to

10 honor." Mordecai returned to the King's gate, but Hainan hasted

to his house, sorrowful and his face hidden in the folds of his garments.

Cf. also i Mace. 10,89; 11, 26. 58; 14,39-
155

The prototype of Ahasuerus 1 in the Book of Esther is Alexander

Balas 15r> of Syria,
03 while the prototype of Esther is Alexander's wife,

15 the Egyptian princess Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy VI. Philometor

and his sister Cleopatra who both were very friendly disposed to-

ward the Jews. Josephus states that under the reign of Ptolemy
Philometor (181 146 B. C.) and Cleopatra the whole government of

Egypt was in the hands of the Jews; even the commanders of the

20 army were Jews.
64

According to 2 Mace. 1, 10 Ptolemy Philometor's

teacher, Aristobulus 05 was a Jew; and in Josephus (Ant. 13, 3, 2) we
read that Ptolemy and Cleopatra granted Onias IV. permission to

convert a dilapidated Egyptian sanctuary at Leontopolis into a temple
of JHVH.

66

25 The figure of Esther also bears some traces of Ithaca or Irene (the

favorite concubine of Ptolemy Philometor's co-regent and successor, his

brother, Ptolemy Physcon) who besought Ptolemy Physcon to abandon

his plan of exterminating the Alexandrian Jews. This incident, related

by Josephus (Against Apion, 2, 5) is described, in an embellished and

30 exaggerated form, in the so-called Third Book of the Maccabees

which is an Alexandrian festal legend for the Feast of Purim,
07 while

the Book of Esther is a Persian festal legend for this purpose, and

the Book of Judith a Palestinian 68 Purim legend. The third Book
of the Maccabees was written in Egypt, in the first century of the

35 Christian era;
69 and the Book of Judith in Palestine, about the end

of the first pre-Christian century;
70 while the Book of Esther was

written by a Persian Jew about 130 B. C. 25 Judith is Pharisaic, and

Esther is Sadducean. 71

According to the great Arabist of the University of Leyden,
40 Professor DE GOEJE,

7
'

2
Sheherazade, or SJiahrazad, the daughter of

the grand vizier and wife of Shahriar, the sultan of India in the Arabian

Nights is identical with the Biblical Esther. 73 The Herodotus of

Arabian history, Mag'udi (who in 943 A, D. speaks of a Persian work
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known as A Thousand Nights and a Night)
74 states that Sheherazade

was a Jewess.
75

According to Mag'iidi, Nebuchadnezzar married a

Jewish maiden 76 who induced him to permit the Jews to return to

Jerusalem. In the Book of Esther the King is offended by the Queen
and repudiates her; in the Arabian Nights the King finds the Queen 5

unfaithful and slays her. Both stories agree in relating that thereafter

a new bride was brought to the King every night, until finally one

of the maidens wins his heart and is made queen. Esther saves her

people; Sheherazade saves the daughters of her people. Sheherazade

relates her stories to the King before day-break; in the Book of 10

Esther we find that the chronicles were read before the King, because

he could not sleep. There is, however, one striking difference between

Sheherazade and Esther: Sheherazade is determined to save her

sisters at the risk of her life; her father, the grand vizier, tries in

vain to dissuade her. Esther, on the other hand, hesitates; but her 15

foster-father, Mordecai, urges her to risk her life to save her people.
This exchange of messages between Esther, in the royal harem,

and her foster-father, Mordecai, which ultimate!}' led to the execution

of the impostor
77 Haman, who is called an Agagite or rather Gagite,

i. e. a Northern barbarian,
78 bears a striking resemblance to the 20

exchange of messages between Phaedymia (<Pai6vfjh]} and her father

Otanes,
79 as related by Herodotus 3,68, which led to the assassination

of the impostor known as Pseudo-Smerdis, a Magian
80 and Mede,

who claimed (522 n. C.) to be a brother of Cambyses of Persia.

Otanes belonged to one of the first families of Persia; Mordecai was 25

a descendant of the first king of Israel (Est. 2, 5).
81 Otanes' daughter

Phaedymia was one of the wives of Cambyses, and afterwards of

Pseudo-Smerdis and Darius Hy.staspis; Esther, the foster-daughter of

Mordecai, was the wife of Xerxes, the son of Darius Hystaspis, or,

according to the Septuagint, the wife of Xerxes' son Artaxerxes. 30

Esther is the Babylonian Istar, the goddess of the most brilliant of

the planets, Venus; <Pai6v{iir] (or tpaidvprj, <Pai6i{i>]) is connected with

tpaidinog, (paidQoc, 'shining, bright, light
1

(cf. the names Phaedra,

Phaeton, &c.) Otanes sent three messages (cf. TQ^TIJV de crfffJLlrjv

koxtitxei, Herod. 8,69) to Phaedymia; Esther sent three messages (cf. 35

Est. 4,5.10.15) to Mordecai. Phaedymia replies to Otanes that she

will carry out his instructions to save her people from the dominion

of the Magian,
80 even if she should forfeit her life; Esther is willing

to risk her life to save her people from the machinations of Haman.
Otanes received a Median robe (Her. 3, 84) as a reward for his services, 40

just as Mordecai receives a royal robe in Est. 6, 71 r, 8, 15. The
execution of Haman and his sons and followers is celebrated as the

1'urim festival; the assassination of Pseudo-Smerdis and his followers
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49

Especially striking is

the statement in Her. 8,79: f-jretTt av>rr\c, fitQog tyivtro rtjg axlgiog
TOV Mayov (tv nsQiTQonij yaQ 6i] al yvvatxB^ fpoiroJoi roloi

compared with Est. 2, 15. Explanatory parentheses, which

5 are characteristic of the style of Herodotus, are found more frequently
in the Book of Esthers2 than in any other book af the Old Testa-

ment.

Herodotus' history of Xerxes' invasion of Greece is but the frame-

work for a vast mass of legendary, antiquarian, and ethnological lore,

10 just as the stories in the Arabian Nights are accommodated to a

framework. The stories in the Arabian Nights may be classified in

three categories: fables, fairy-tales, and anecdotes. The fables are

ultimately Babylonian ;"*
3 the fairy-tales, Persian; and the anecdotes

Arabian. The majority of the stories are no doubt of Arabian origin

15 (about 1450 A. D.) but some of the tales are evidently ancient trans-

formed myths. The manuscripts of the Arabian Nights differ from

one another just as much as the different recensions of the Story
of Esther. In some of the stories of the Arabian Nights the scene

is laid in Persia or India, and the source is foreign, but the treatment

20 is thoroughly Arabian and Mohammedan; in the same way the Book
of Esther is thoroughly Jewish, although the story is but an adapta-
tion of a Persian or Babylonian festal legend

84 for the ancient Spring
festival, which was combined, 20 in the Maccabean period, with the

observance of Nicanor's Day.
26

25 Nicanor, the prototype of Haman, 155 was defeated and slain, on

the 13
th of Adar, 161, at Adasa,'2S and Haman was defeated and exe-

cuted owing to the intervention of Esther whose Jewish name is

given as HadassaJi.^ Hadassah 'myrtle' seems to be later form of

the Babylonian hadaSsatu ' bride '.
sr> The myrtle was sacred to Venus

3 and is still used for bridal wreaths. Adasa, 28 the name of the place
where Nicanor was slain, is in Hebrew: HadasdJi.^' The Babylonian
hadassatu 'bride' is probably an epithet of Istar (the goddess of love

and the goddess of the planet Venus) who was married to Marduk
the god of the vernal sun and the god of the planet Jupiter) at the

35 Babylonian New Year's festival
ss celebrated at the time of the vernal

equinox.
3 Next to Venus, Jupiter is the brightest of the planets.

The scene of the Book of Esther is laid in Susa, the ancient

capital of Elam. Professor JENSEN, of Marburg, believes that the

Book of Esther is based on the Humbaba episode
81 ' of the Babylo-

4 nian Nimrod 32
Epic. This is an exaggeration, just as his theory, set

forth in his new book, 90 that nearly all the Old Testament legends
of the patriarchs, prophets, and deliverers, as well as the Iliad and

the Odyssey, are derived from the national epic of the Babylonians,
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and that even the framework of the life of Jesus is merely an Israelit-

ish Nimrod 32
Epic. It is true, we find at the end of the second

tablet of the Ximrod Epic some references to an expedition which

Ximrod 32 and his friend Ea-bani 32
plan to undertake to the sacred

grove of the goddess Irnina-Istar, situated on the mountain of cedars 5

in the east and guarded by the custodian of the goddess, Humbaba,

just as Orestes and his friend Pylades went to Tauris with the intent

of carrying off the celebrated image of Artemis. The Elamite king
Kudur-nanhundi invaded Babylonia about 2300 B. c. and carried the

image of Istar-Xana to Susa. 92 The first chapter of the Second 10

Book of the Maccabees relates that Antiochus Epiphanes was slain

in Persia, in the temple of Nanea, by the priests who, opening a

trap-door of the paneled ceiling, threw stones like thunderbolts and

struck down the captain and those that were with him, hewed them in

pieces, smote off their heads, and cast them to those that were without. 15

The name of the custodian of the sacred grove of Istar in the

Ximrod Epic, Humbaba, is identical with Koftftaftoc, mentioned by
Lucian (de Syria dea, 196*".) as the custodian of Stratonice, 93 the wife

of Seleucus I. Xicator (312 281) and later (293) of his son Antiochus I.

Soter (281 261). Humbaba had been appointed custodian of the 20

cedar grove by the Elamite Bel, the local deity of Susa. Humbaba
is slain by Ximrod, 3 -

just as the King of Tauris is slain 94 by Orestes.

In his excellent paper on Elamite proper names, published in

i892,
86 JENSEN pointed out that the name Haman 95 was connected

with the name of the principal deity of the Elamites Hn(m)ba(n) or 25

Hwninan, L'mman, Amman?* while Mordecai was evidently derived

from Mardnk, the chief god of Babylon.
40 Esther represents the

goddess Iffar. 9
"

Vashti, on the other hand, seems to be the Elamite

deity Masti.^ Thus Mordecai and Esther, on the one hand, and

I laman and Vashti, on the other, represent the antagonism between 30

the gods of Elam and the gods of Babylonia, perhaps also the fight

between the deities of Spring and the frost-giants of Winter."''

Foreign gods are often regarded as evil demons. The early Christians

believed that all divinities of the pagans were devils. In the popular
German conception of the devil we find traces of the Germanic god 35

of thunder, Donar (Thor). You hear e. g. Da soil dock dcr Honncr

dreinschlagen or Da soil dock der Teufel dreinschlagcn.

The Book of Esther must be based on a festal legend
84 for the

Babylonian Xew Year's festival at the time of the vernal equinox/
1

which may be compared to the medieval Ostcniiarchcn in German}-. 40

In the Middle Ages the priests entertained their congregations at

Easter with merry tales which provoked the Ostergtl&ckter '(risus

paschalis). The final climax of the celebration was the stoning, drown-
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ing, or burning of an effigy representing Winter. 100 Easter was

regarded as the merriest time of the year, just as, at present, Christmas.

The Christian emperors suspended legal proceedings at that time;

malefactors were pardoned, slaves set free, the poor received presents

5 (Easter baskets). In England it is still customary for the King to

distribute clothing and money among the poor on Maundy Thursday.
After the period of fasting in Lent (German Lens = Spring), and

especially after the gloomy Passion Week, the people enjoyed the

Dominica gandia. These institutions are all ultimately pagan just as

10 the Easter eggs, Easter fires, Easter water, Easter plays. The Church

connived at many heathen customs, dances, processions, dramatic

plays, bonfires, &c. 13

The Persian historian Beruni (who flourished about 1000 A. D.)

states that at the Purim festival the Jews make figures which they

15 beat and then burn, thus imitating the burning of Haman. 101 In the

same way the Arabic historian Makrizi (1364 1442) relates that the

Jews make figures of Haman, which they finally cast into the fire. 101

This corresponds to the burning of effigies representing Winter at

the medieval Easter celebrations. 100 Mordecai's triumphant ride

20 through the city (Est. 6, 1 1) corresponds to the Germanic May-ride

(Mairitf] symbolizing the triumphant entry of Spring. Esther is a

May-queen; and Mordecai, a May-lord;
102 the tree set up by Haman

is a May-pole. This explains the enormous height of the pole:
103

an English May-pole which was set up in the Strand at the restora-

25 tion of Charles II. (1660) is said to have been 134 feet high.

The Jewish author of the Book of Esther may have witnessed

Persian celebrations of the Spring festival in which Mordecai and

Esther triumphed over Haman and Vashti. 84 He used the ancient

names for his festal legend, just as Goethe took the names of Faust

30 and Mephistopheles from the old legends of Dr. Faustus. 104 If the

author of Esther had invented the names, he would not have named
his Jewish heroine from the heathen goddess Istar; nor would he

have given his Jewish hero a name connected with the chief god of

Babylon. He based his festal legend for Nicanor's Day 26 on the

35 festal legends for the ancient Babylonian New Year's festival in the

Spring,
84

just as the author of the great pessimistic poem known as

the Book of Job adapted an ancient popular legend to his special

purpose.
105 The contemporaries of the author of the Book of Esther

understood the allusions to Nicanor, Jonathan, Alexander Balas,

40 Cleopatra, Irene, &c. (cf. above, p. 4, 1. 42; p. 6, 1. 37; p. 7, 11. 14. 25)

just as well as the readers of Heinrich von Kleist's Hermanns-
schlacht perceived the contemporary references in the patriotic drama
of the Prussian poet.

100
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Several plays based on the story of Esther contain allusions to

contemporary persons.
107 In a quarto volume of 1561, owned by the

Duke of Devonshire, Haman evidently represents Cardinal Wolsey
(who died in 1530). When Marquis d'Ancre (the Florentine adventurer

who was made Marshal of France by the Queen Regent in 1614) was 5

assassinated at Paris, April 24, 1617, a tragi-dic nonrelle dc la pcrfidic

d1

Avian, which appeared in 1622, reflected the universal joy over the

downfall of that hated man. Under Louis XIV. (1643 1715) the

minister of war, Louvois, was regarded as Haman; Madame de Mainte-

non was Esther; and Madame de Montespan, Vashti. Racine's Esther 10

was written, in 1688, at the request of Madame de Maintenon, and

performed in the following year by the pupils (daughters of poor

gentlemen) of St. Cyr. The object of Madame de Maintenon was

to induce the King to make her queen; but her expectation was not

realized. 15

Haman is introduced in the Book of Esther as a barbarian,

neither Hebrew nor Persian. In 16, 10 of the apocryphal additions

to the Book of Esther he is called a stranger from the Persian blood

(aMoTQiog TOV TCOV UeQOcov aifiaroc) and in 13, 12 the Lucianic

recension has instead of proud (vjtQr]<pavoc) Haman: ^f(>/r///yro.- 20

uncircumcised. In the Hebrew text he is called the Agagite', but

the Vatican manuscript of the Septuagint has in Est. 3, I BovyaloQ
instead of Agagite, and in Est. 9, 24 (16, 10) we find in the Greek

Bible: Macedonian instead of Bugean or Agagite. In 12, 6 the Authoriz-

ed Version substitutes Agagite for jBot'/afoc; the Revised Version, 25

however, reads a Bugean, just as the Vulgate has Aman vero, filins

Amadathi Bugceus. The prototype of Haman is Nicanor, 155 which

is a common Macedonian name; so the appellation Macedonian is

easily understood. 112 But what is the meaning of the term Agagite ami

Bovyalotf Agagite means a descendant of Agag (the king of the 30

Amalekites, who had been spared by Saul, but was hewn in pieces
before JHVH by Samuel; I S 15, 33)

10S while Mordecai is introduced

as a descendant of the first king of Israel. 81 He is not called a son

of David, because under the reign of the Hasmonean princes de-

scendants of David were not popular.
2 One of the ancestors of 35

Mordecai is Shimei, a man of the family of the House of Saul, who

(as we read in 2 S 16, 5 14) cursed David when he fled before

Absalom and threw stones at him, although the King was surrounded

by his body-guard; and the King did not punish him, just as

Haman did not punish Mordecai who defied the almighty grand 40

vizier (Est. 3, 6).
109

In the oracles of Balaam (which represent late Messianic insertions

added to the Book of Numbers during the Greek period) it is said
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of Israel (Num. 24, 7): His King shall be higher than Agag. Here

all the Greek Versions have Fa)? instead of Agag. This involves

merely the transposition of the X in Hebrew (3>&W instead of MX).

Gog means 'Northern barbarian',
78 the gentile Gaga'a is used in

5 this meaning as early as 1400 B. C. in one of the Amarna letters,

addressed by Amenophis III. of Egypt to Kadashman-Bel of Babylo-
nia. 110 It was a term of reproach for 'barbarian,' just as our Goth

and Vandal, Turk and Tartar. The term Bovyaloc, on the other hand,

which we find in the Greek Bible instead of Agagite or Gagean, is

10 not a nomen gentilicium but a nonien appellativum. It has not been

explained by any commentator, although some consider it to be

connected with the Persian names Bafcoac, and Bayaloc', but it is

evidently the Homeric flow/ato? which we find as a term of reproach
with the meaning braggart (or braggadocio, German Bramarbas],

15 At the end of the 13
th book of the Iliad, Hector says to Aias: What

didst thou say, Aias, thou boaster and braggart!
Aiav aftaQTOtxfa ftovycue, Jiolov tetytsc;

and in the description at the beginning of the i8th book of the

Odyssey (Od. 18, 79) of the fight between Odysseus and the beggar
20 Irus, Antinous says to Irus: Would that thou wouldst pass away,

thou braggart, or hadst never been born!

Nvv fii-v ^T elqc, fiovyate, [tyre ytvoio.

Bovycuoq is a compound of /?ou$ 'bull' and ycuoq (for *yafiod) 'boast-

ing,' from -/aim 'to rejoice, to boast,' Lat. gaudeo (for *gavideo] from

25 the same root which we have in yavQoq. 'rejoicing, boasting'; yavQiaw
'to be proud, to boast'; a-yavQoc 'proud'; y^^-f'eo (for *ya/a#f'eo) 'to

rejoice," and /T^OC 'joy.' Bovycuoq means literally 'boasting like

a bull." Bovq, as the first element of a compound, indicates a large

or coarse thing of its kind, just as we use horse in horse-play, horse-

30 laugh, horse-trick, horse-sense, horse- faced. In certain parts of Eng-
land a coarsely fat, large, masculine woman is called a 'horse-god-
mother.' We also use 'bull-faced' instead of 'horse-faced,' or 'bull-

fronted.' In Greek we find fiovytQcov, lit. 'bull-old,' for 'very old
1

;

PovftoGic is used for 'voracity,' and fiovftQcoOTic, means 'morbidly

35 voracious appetite.' The medical term is ^ovXi^ia or {tovjtyioft in

English: bulimia, French bouinnie, while we speak of a canine appetite,

and the Germans say Wolfshunger, just as we use wolfish for 'raven-

ous'; we also have the phrase 'to have a wolf in the stomach.' A
heavy cold is called in Greek: fiovxoQvCa 'a bull-cold.' In German

40 you could say ein SauscJuiupfen. The terms saumassig, schweine-

jiiiissig, linnde)niissig,pferde)nassigz\t not infrequently used, especially

by University students. You also hear Saugliick, Pferdearbeit, Pferde-

natur, Hundeelend, Hundeivetter, Schweinewetter, San-wetter, Bnllen-
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Jiitze. The verbs ochsen, biiffcln mean 'to work hard,' and a hard-

working student is called a Kamel (cf. our phrase 'to work like a

car-horse'). In Saugliick the term Sau originally denoted the best card.

In German cards of the i6th and 17
th centuries the four of diamonds had

the figure of an animal, which was afterwards transferred to the ace. 5

Our term 'bully-rock' for a hectoring, boisterous fellow and a

cowardly braggart, which corresponds to the Low German Rullerjahn,
would be a good translation for /9ouy*oc, although the first element

of the compound has no connection with bull. It corresponds to

the German bullern or ballcrn 'to roar, make a noise.' To duller is 10

used in certain parts of England for 'to roar.' I am inclined to think

that blunderbuss and Ger. Boiler are connected with this word.

The original reading of the epithet of Hainan was undoubtedly
^Stt Gagi. in the sense of 'Northern barbarian.' This was changed
in the Hebrew text to ''MK Agagi, i. e. 'a descendant of Agag,' the 15

king of the Amalekites in the time of Saul. In certain manuscripts
of the Greek Bible the original reading Gagi appears as /"eoyafoc,

111

but as a rule the Homeric term of reproach, ftovyatoc, was substituted,

or in some cases: Macedonian, the latter, of course, in the sense of

the Demosthenian oJtofyof Mcacedatv, which the patriotic Attic orator 20

applies to Philip of Macedonia. OPPERT'S combination of Agagitc
with Agaz, a region on the northeastern boundary of Arabia, men-

tioned (KB 2, 6 1, 1. 69) in the inscriptions of Sargon, is impossible.

Just as the Greek Bible substitutes for Agagi (which is a Hebrew

adaptation of Gagi
{l - 'Northern barbarian')

110 the Homeric term of 25

reproach ftovydioQ 'braggart,' so we find in the Septuagint, instead

of the obscure Hebrew (or rather Persian) Fhrhii, the Greek word

<pQovQai. The Vatican manuscript reads in Est. 9, 26: 6ia TOVTO

txtzlrjfrrjoav al rjfifQat avrai <I>QovQai 6ia rove xJLtjQOvq, on ti] 6ia-

itxrm avrcov xaJtovvrai <PQovQai In v. 29 (cf. 11, i) Esther's Purim 30

letter is called
?/ kxiGToti] TQJV <pQovQai, and in the preceding verse

the Days of Purim are called al de fifitQcu avrai TOJV 'pQovQcu. This

form is generally supposed to be an indeclinable Hebrew loanword,

but it is undoubtedly the plural of the familiar word fpQovQct 'watch,'

from rpQovQto 'to watch, to lie in wait, to observe.' In the Sinaitic 35

manuscript xmv <J>QovQai has been corrected into rcnv 4>Qov(H~jr.
lt:{

<l>QOV(>t(o is a compound of JTQO and OQUOO and means originally 'to

foresee,' just as we have (jpQovdoq 'gone' for xpo-odoc. This Alexan-

drian adaptation of the term Purim may have been suggested by
the vigils (cf. sinuuitriui Exod. 12, 42) or watch-meetings which have 40

been held on New Year's eve 141 from times immemorial. Many who
do not attend religious services on New Year's eve still watch out

the old vear.
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In the Book of Esther the name Purim is derived from a word

pur which is explained to mean 'lot;' but this pur is just as obscure

as the English term pur used in the old game of cards known as

'post and pair,' or 'pink.' We read in Est. 3, 7 that they cast pur,

5 i. e. the lot, in the presence of Hainan, on tJie first day of the first month

(in order to determine what day would be most unlucky
114 for the

Jews and therefore the most auspicious time for the general massacre

of all the Jews in the Persian empire)
115 and the lot fell on the thir-

teenth day of the twelfth month. This last clause has dropped out in the

10 received Hebrew text, but it is preserved in the Greek Bible which

reads however the fourteenth instead of the thirteenth (contrast 16, 20).

The whole passage (3, 7) severs the connection between the pre-

ceding and following verses and is evidently a subsequent insertion,

apparently a misplaced gloss to on the thirteenth day of the twelfth

15 month in v. 13 of the third chapter.
Also the passage Est. 9, 24, in which pur is explained to mean

'lot,' is a later addition. The immediate sequel of v. 22 is the first

clause of v. 26: Therefore they called these days Purim from the

word pur.
116 The casting of the lots plays so insignificant a part

20 in the story that this derivation of the name of the festival is most

improbable. It represents merely a subsequent popular etymology

just as fanciful as the combination of the name Pesah with the Heb.

verb pasah 'to pass over.' 20

In Est. 9, 24 the Greek Bible has for the Heb. clause we-hipptl

25 pur Jin liaggoral 'he cast pur, i. e. the lot': t&sro tyrj(pi6 t
ua xal xlrJQov.

LAGARDE stated in his learned paper on Purim (p. 24) that he did

not understand this Greek rendering, even with the assistance of the

great Hellenist WILAMOWITZ.-M0LLENDORF. But the Heb. original

of E&ETO tyr]<pi6}ia xal X/.IJQOV must have been, not Jtippil pur hii

3 haggoral, but liippil pur we-haggordl, with the explicative and which

is often prefixed to explanatory glosses.
117

Consequently t&ero

ipjflpiafta xal x/iiJQov is evidently intended to mean: He cast a ballot,

i. e. a lot; ipqgnQfta is used instead of tyrjfpog in order to imitate the

uncommonness of the word in the Hebrew original; ty?jcpoi> ri&eo&at

35 is the regular phrase for 'to cast the ballot* or 'to deposit the

voting-ticket.' To ballot means, not only 'to take a vote,' but also

'to select by lot.' Carlyle, in his book on the French Revolution,

speaks of peasants who would not be balloted for soldiers. Ballot,

of course, has no etymological connection with fat, but is a diminu-

40 tive of ball, just as bullet; and billet in the saying attributed to

William III. of England, Every bullet has its billet, is a diminutive

of bill, a doublet of bull, papal edict. In Est. 3, 7 the Heb. phrase

hippil pur hii haggoral 'he cast the ballot, /. e. the lot' is translated
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in the Vatican manuscript: xcd 8Jto'u]Gtv tyf)<piO[ia .... xal

These two phrases are here separated by the clause EV

dcodexdrcp TTJC, ftaGiltiaq 'Apragtygov, while in the Alexandrian

manuscript trove, dfadtxarov Paoitevovroq '^Qra^tQ^ov precedes

tyrjcptGfia exoirjGev. The second phrase xal tftatev xAqgovq represents 5

an explanation of the first phrase, %jtoir]GV tyrjfpiG^a. For the inser-

tion of a second verb cf. e. g. xal evsdvaaro Gaxxov xal xarejiaGaTO

GJtodov = Heb. ivayyilbds saq waef'r 'he put on a sackcloth
(z.

e.

a coarse loin-cloth) and ashes' in Esth. 4, I.

The use of xai in tyfoiG^a xal xlfJQov is the same as in the 10

Septuagintal ykvjnov xal %O)VVTOV = Heb. pes'l u-massekhdJi in the

story of Micah's idol, Jud. 17, 3-
118 This expression refers to a single

idol and does not mean 'a carved and a molten image,' but 'a carved

or rather a molten image.
1 The explicative and corrective use of

xai is by no means exceptional. Even in classical Greek, we find 15

oliyoi xal ov6ei<; 'few or rather none'; jtoJllol xal ol xfaiovs 'many
or rather most of them.' In the Iliad (5, 398) we read:

Brj jtpbq 6co
t
ua Aibq xal paxQov "OHv

tujtoj',

which means, of course, he went to the house of Zeus, /. e. the great

Olympus. In the New Testament we find this epexegetical xai c. g. 20

in Acts 23, 6, where Paul says: XSQI 8/iJtidog xal avaGTaGeax; VEXQCOV

l/co XQivo{iai, for the hope, /'. e. the resurrection of the dead am
I accused.

There is no Persian word piir 'lot.' Purim ( -/;//, of course, is

the Heb. plural ending, as in Cherubim)
119 has been combined with 25

the modern Persian pare 'piece, parcel,' which is cognate with Lat.

pars, portio. Parcel means, not only 'part, share, portion, package,'
but also 'fragment, piece, bit.' 120 Pare kdrdan, lit. 'parcel + make,'

is used in modern Persian for 'to sever,' i. e. to separate into parts,

to part into pieces. But final ** in modern Persian generally represents 30

an older termination -ag = -ak. Persian loanwords in Syriac and

Arabic still exhibit this final guttural as q
ni or g (/) just as Sumerian

bard 'cella' appears in Assyrian as parakku (Syr. perdkka}.
vl<i Even

in modern Persian this final g is preserved before the plural ending,
e. g. bande 'servant' (= bandag = bandak, Old Persian bandakd] plur. 35

bandagdn. If pur were identical with pdre^ we should expect to

find the final guttural expressed in Hebrew. Moreover, it would be

difficult to explain the u instead of a in a word borrowed prior to

the composition of the Book of Esther about 130 B. c. 25 It is true,

the colloquial pronunciation of a in modern Persian is #, especially 40

in Farsistan,
124 the ancient Persis: nan 'bread' is pronounced nfur,

Behistdn becomes Behistun; Erdn is replaced by Irim. Irhn. In the

same way a becomes a, o, u in Hebrew: 125 we find mill 'front' for
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mbl, mal, *inaal'\\\ the Old Testament, 12G and the Polish Jews say yiid

(as in Western Syriac) for ybd = yad; even yur for German Jalir

(yar), &c. 12T
Consequently it would not be unreasonable to suppose

that the Persian Jews pronounced a Persian a as u at a comparatively

5 early period;
128 but we cannot assume that this pronunciation ob-

tained prior to 130 B. C. 25

Heb. punin seems to be derived from an Old Persian equi-

valent 154 of Vedic piirti (syn. daksina] which means especially the

portion given by the offerer to the sacrificer. In the Old Testament

10 (Ex. 29, 26; Lev. 7, 33; 8, 29) the portion of the officiating priest
129

is termed mandk, i. e. the same word which is used in the Book of

Esther (9, 19. 22) for the portions or presents
130 of food (cf. Neh. 8,

10. 12) &c. 131
exchanged at the Purim festival. 132

BLOOMFJELD, in the seventh series of his Contributions to the

15 Interpretation of the Veda, 133 derives this piirti from the root par
(pr] 'to fill.' I believe, however, that piirti is not connected with

Greek xoJLvq, Lat. plenus, German viel, vo/l, but with Lat. portio, pars,
Greek JIOQZLV 'to furnish, present, allot,' t] jtejtQoiftewr) 'destiny,' orig-

inally 'portion' = (lolQa, perhaps also with jtOQOvvsiv 'to offer, pre-
20 sent, prepare, provide

'

and Lat parare. The Indo-European root of

the Vedic term piirti 'priestly portion, share (or fee) of the sacrificer'

is not pi 'to fill,' but pf 'to apportion, to allot, allow a share.' 134

The original meaning of Purim is 'portions, gifts,' Heb. manoth (Est.

9, 19. 22]
= Lat. strence, French etrennes, referring to the gifts ex-

25 changed
132 at the feast of Purim which is a Jewish adaptation of the

ancient Babylonian New Year's festival celebrated about the time of

the vernal equinox.
3 In France it is still customary to exchange

gifts on New Year's Da}', not at Christmas. Instead of Christmas

books you find in Paris livres a"etrennes. An Oriental who has seen

30 the distribution of baskets of food supplying the needy (cf. mattanbtk

laevyonim in Est. 9, 22) with Christmas cheer might call this festival

'The Days of the Baskets' or 'The Days of the Parcels'; and we
have not only Christmas baskets, but also Easter baskets (cf. above,

p. 11, 1. 5). Maundy Thursday is connected with maund, basket.

35 The popular etymology of Heb. Yeme Purim as 'Days of the

Lots' may have been suggested to a Jewish glossator by the Heb.

menath 'part, portion' in the sense of 'lot, destiny,' Greek [tolQa, as

well as by the oracular practices observed on New Year's eve. 141

Cf. also Est. 10, 10. u
; 13, 16. 17; 14, 5. 9; i Mace. 3, 36.

40 Our use of portion in the sense of 'lot, fate, destiny,' is a

Hebraism derived from the Old Testament. We read in Psalm

16, s:^
Beitrage zur semit. Sprachwissenschaft. VI, 2. 2
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5 Yahwch >nenath[f\ helqi we-khosi

Attdli tainidh gorali [we-Jievli].
n ~

6 Hai'alim nafcln-li banrfimim {biminckha}*

Af nahlatlii saferdh 'a/at.

5 Jahveh is my share, my portion, my cup; 5

Thou art without change my lot [and possession].

6 Great possession is mine (at Thy right,} the most pleasant,

And this mine inheritance greatly delights me.

This is the passage on which our familiar quotation is based: Tlie

lines are fallen unto me in pleasant places. It means: The lot, or 10

portion of land, which has been divided off for me by the measuring

line, is situated in a pleasant place. In Scotland to line land is used

for 'to fix the boundaries of the land.'

In Isaiah 65, n the masculine form Meni is used for Destiny:

the Samaritans are said to spread a table for Fortune and fill the 15

crater for Destiny. The well-known passage Mene mene tekel upliarsin

{Dan. 5, 25) means, as I showed twenty years ago:
140 There has been

destined (the following succession:) a mina (/. e. Nebuchadnezzar), a

shekel
(/'.

e. Belshazzar), and half-minas (z. e. the Medes and the

Persians). The great empire of Nebuchadnezzar, symbolized by the 2o

largest Babylonian weight, the mina, is to be given to two half-minas,

vis. the Medes and the Persians, because Nebuchadnezzar's unworthy

successor, Belshazzar, is worth but the sixtieth part of a mina, /. c.

a shekel, in Aramaic: tekel. An unworthy son of a worthy sire is

called in the Talmud: pet-as ben-maneh 'a half-mina, son of a mina.' 25

As stated above, the traditional explanation of Heb. Ycme Piirjni

as 'Days of the Lots' may have been suggested also by the oracular

practices observed on New Year's eve. 141
Lostage is the German

term for days on which it is possible to forecast the future. In

Bavaria the nights before certain holy days are known as Loselnachtc: 30

loseIn is a dialectic form of losen in the sense of engaging in super-
stitious practices to determine the future. The Lostage are called

also Lurtage or Noteltage. These terms are not explained in Grimm's

lexicon, but Noteltage evidently means 'days for taking notes or

making observations.' Notel is the German form of the Latin diniinu- 35

tive notula\ it appears e. g. in Notelbuch 'note-book,' Notelgcld 'the

fee paid to a notary public.' Noteln means to have something
authenticated by a notary. Lurtage, too, means 'days for careful

observations.' Luren is a dialectic form of lancrn; in Switzerland

Ihrcn means 'to look with close attention, to observe carefully, to 40

watch.
1

Lurtage, therefore, corresponds, in some respects, to the
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Septuagintal adaptation of the term Purim, <pQovQai.
113 The French

lorgner 'to spy, keep an eye upon' is a Germanic loanword. In the

phrase lorgner une place it has the original meaning.

According to German rural tradition, there are 84 Lostage (or

5 Lurtage] on which it is possible to forecast the future, especially the

weather (cf. our Groundhog day). They comprise New 'Year, Twelfth

Night, Candlemas, May-day, Midsummer day, Michelmas, Christmas

eve, in fact all ecclesiastical festivals, and we know that our Christian

festivals are generally adaptations of ancient heathen festivals,
13

just

10 as Purim is a Jewish adaptation of the Babylonian and Persian New
Year's festival in conjunction with the celebration of Nicanor's Day 26

on the 13
th of Adar. According to German tradition, the majority

of the Lostage are at the beginning of the year. Several oracular

practices for foretelling the future are still observed in Germany on

15 New Year's eve: 141
e.g. molten metal is poured into a bowl of water, 142

or walnut shells with wax-tapers are put on the water. In France,

and afterwards in Germany and England, it was customary to ob-

serve the so-called Bean-feast on the eve of Twelfth-day. A special

cake, into which a bean had been introduced, was baked for the

20 festivities of Twelfth Night. This Twelfth cake was divided by lot.

Whoever drew the piece containing the bean presided over the

ceremonies and was known as the Bean-king. On the eve of festivals

the spirits are supposed to be especially active, e. g. at Halloween

or during Walpurgisnacht, the night preceding May-day. Our Ger-

25 manic ancestors believed that about the winter-solstice, at Yule-tide,

the spirits revisited the scenes of their mundane life. Yule-tide was

therefore introduced by an All Souls' Day. In Germany it is still

customary to deck tombs with flowers about the time of the summer

solstice, on Midsummer day which is known in Germany as St. John's

30 Day.
8 It is ecclesiastically observed as the Nativity of John the

Baptist, as a pendant to the celebration of the Nativity of Christ

about the time of the winter solstice. 12 Midsummer day was one of

the chief Lostage, especially appropriate for foretelling the future.

In German Protestant churches the last Sunday of the ecclesias-

35 tical year is observed as Totenfest or All Souls' Day, just as Easter

is preceded by Good Friday which is known in Germany as Char-

freitag, i. e. 'Care Friday/ from Old High German kara, cliara, 'lament,

inward grief; cf. kara-sang 'lamentation,' Middle High German cartac,

Gothic kara 'sorrow.' In certain parts of England the Passion Sunday,
40 /. e. the fifth Sunday in Lent, is known as Care Sunday, and elsewhere

the day before Good Friday is called Care Thursday instead of

Maundy Thursday. In the early church, Good Friday and Easter

eve were observed as a strict and continuous fast, and Good Friday
2*
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is still a solemn fast in the Roman Catholic Church. 7
Similarly the

Jewish New Year's Day about the time of the autumnal equinox*
was originally preceded by the great Day of Atonement, which

FRANZ DELITZSCH called the Good Friday of the Law. "3 So the

Fast of Esther, observed on the 13
th of Adar, prior to the two days $

of feasting
6 on the 14

th and 15
th of Adar, the ancient Babylonian

and Persian New Year's festival, was originally an All Souls' Day.
111

Professor ZIMMERN, of Leipzig,
143 derived Purim from the Assyrian

puhru^ 'assembly,' referring to the reunion of the Babylonian gods
on New Year's Day, i. e. the I

st of Nisan about the time of the 10

vernal equinox.
3 The gods assembled on that day under the presi-

dency of the chief god of Babylon, Marduk, to fix the destinies of

the coming year.
147 In modern Arabic, fur is still used for New

Year. 148 I am convinced that Purim is a Jewish adaptation of the

Babylonian New Year's festival,
36 but the etymological connection 15

between Purim and the Babylonian puhru seems to me very doubtful;

the guttural in puhru could hardly have disappeared.
11 '

1

Nor is there a Babylonian word puru 'lot'; but there is a cunei-

form word puru 'dish, pot, urn' (KAT 3
, 518, n. 4; contrast HW i<X)

b
)

and if the translation in the Vulgate, missa est sors in urnam, quae 20

Hebraice dicitur phur (Est. 3, 7) were correct, we might feel tempted
to combine Heb. pur with this cuneiform pfiru 'urn.'f Heb. purdJi

'wine-press' might be connected with the same word.

GRAETZ 150 considered Purim to be a plural form of purah 'wine-

press,' which we find in the Song of Vengeance, Isaiah 63, i 6. 1M 25

The distinguished Jewish historian thought that the Hebrew Purim

might correspond to the Greek m&oiyia (or ra Jti&oiyia) which was

celebrated in the eighth 'Attic month 'Av&zGrriQKov, i. e. February-
March. The Roman Vinalia were celebrated on April 22 and

August 19, the vinalia priora being sacred to Jupiter (= Marduk!) 30

and the vinalia altera to Venus (= Istar, Esther!). If Purim meant

'wine-presses,' the festival might be compared, not to the I7i&ofyia,

but to the Aqvaia which were celebrated in the seventh Attic

month (Jan.-Feb.) Fauri^icov (i.
e. nuptial month) whose old name

was ATJVCUCOV. The ancient Hebrews celebrated the vintage at the end 35

of the year according to the autumnal era, /. e. about the time of

the autumnal equinox.
3 The vintage was a season of great rejoicing

(Is. 16, 10; cf. Jud. 21, 21). If Purim could be shown to be a pre-Exilic

festival, we could accept GRAETZ'S etymology. We might suppose that

f The Assyr. phrase kararu sa puri means 'to set up the urn' (xaXniq, Talmud. 40

'fiip
=

xahnri) holding the lots to be drawn for the various offices &c. (cf. Tovg

Xftdtoxovg TtStrai &c.) and BEHRENS' dissertation (cited at the end of n. 36) p. 40, n. 3.
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the Days of the Presses (wine-presses and oil-presses)
152 were cele-

brated, before the Exile, about the time of the autumnal equinox;
3

but when the beginning of the year was shifted from the autumn to

the spring, during the Exile, the festival at the end of the year was

5 transferred to the Adar, the last month of the Babylonian year. The
last month of the calendar of the first French republic was called

Fructidor, and the last five or (in a leap-year) six days (jours sans-

culottides) were feast-days.
153 The pre-Exilic character of Purim,

however, cannot be established.

10 Nor can Purim be derived from the Persian Farvardigan, the

name of the five All Souls' Days of the Persians (cf. above, p. 19,

11. 2J. 35; p. 20, 1. 7, and below, p. 26, 1. 2). According to Professor

F. C. ANDREAS, of Gottingen, one of the foremost authorities in the

domain of Persian philology, farvardigan is derived from the Old

15 Iranian fravrti, i. e. fravurti. This is identical with the Avestan word
which is generally read fravasi. ANDREAS has shown, however, that

the alleged s is a ligature of "ini; consequently the form is not

fravah, but fravuhri, which is the later form offravurti. The Manes,
to whom the Farvardigan days were devoted, were regarded as

20 tutelary spirits. According to ANDREAS, farvar=fravuhri=fravurti
means 'guardian, protector.' This seems to be also the meaning of

the name ^QaoQTij^ = Old Persian Fravrti^, i. e. Fravurti^. The
form fpovQdcua, <povQ6ia, in the Lucianic recension of the Greek

Version of the Book of Esther, on which LAGARDE laid special

25 stress, represents the Middle Iranian form of Vedic piirti, viz. purde

(n-fiS) with d instead of A 154

I believe therefore that Purim is derived from an Old Persian

equivalent of Vedic piirti 'portion.'
134 Purim 'portions, gifts' (Heb.

manoth Est. 9, 19. 22) corresponds to the Latin strence, French etrennes.

30 The explanation of Yeme Purim as 'Days of the Lots' is a sub-

sequent popular etymology suggested by the Heb. word for 'portion'

in the sense of 'lot, destiny' as well as by oracular practices observ-

ed on New Year's Eve. 141 The Book of Esther, just as the Book
of Judith, is a festal legend for the Feast of Purim; it is not a histor-

35 ical book, or a historical novel, but entirely fictitious. The incidents

related were suggested by the sufferings of the Jews during the

Syrian persecution and their glorious victory over Nicanor on the

13
th of Adar, 161 B. C. 26 Nicanor is the prototype of Haman, and

the honors bestowed on Mordecai correspond to the distinctions con-

40 ferred on the Maccabee high-priest Jonathan,
62 the younger brother

and successor of Judas Maccabaeus. 155 The names of Haman and

Vashti are Susian or Elamite,
96 while Mordecai and Esther correspond
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to the Babylonian Marduk40 and Istar. 97 The antagonism between

Haman and Vashti, on the one hand, and Mordecai and Esther, on

the other, may have been suggested by an ancient Babylonian festal

legend
84

celebrating a victory gained by the chief god of Babylon
40

over the principal deity of the Elamites;
96 and this may ultimately 5

be a nature myth symbolizing the victory of the deities of Spring
over the frost-giants of Winter" who hate the sunshine and always

plot to bring back Winter to the earth, just as the frost-giants of

Jotunheim in Old Norse mythology hated the beautiful god Balder,

with whose presence Summer came back to the ice-bound earth. 10

Mordecai, the god of the vernal sun, triumphed over the frost-giant

Haman, who was a braggart
53 like Hrungner, the strongest of the

giants in Jotunheim, and the winter of Judah's discontent and

oppression was made glorious summer by the sun of Judas Maccabaeus.



(1) The name Ahasuerus, Heb. Akhashwerosh is a corruption of

Akkshayartsh (with 1 instead of 1) = Old Persian Khshayarslur,
cf. FaG 1, 194; Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT) p. 270, 1. 22. It is not

necessary to suppose that AkhshayaresJi became Akhshaybresh; cf.

5 Daryawesh, not Daryoivesk. The first 1 of CTYlttJMX is miswritten

for \ and the second 1 is due to dittography of the 1; cf. "niaST

and B^HBn (for ^nayfl and BIBS) in Ruth 2, 8; 3, 14 and my note on

Jer. 31, 21 (QiTnan for di-nan) in AJSL 22, 256, n*. On the other

hand, IBM Est. 7, 8, instead of 11BM, is due to haplography.
10 The Greek form EtQgijq is shortened from ErjQt-ij^, the Ionic

pronunciation of EaQgag, Xarxas = Khshayarsha (the intervocalic y
was elided in Greek). In the same way IltQOai stands for IlrjQOai

IlaQOat = Old Persian Parsa', see NOLDEKE, Aufscitse zur persischen
Geschichte (Leipzig, 1887) p. 147.

15 For the transposition of the vowels in Heb. Akhashwerosh, (or

rather AkJiashyerbsJi] instead of Akhshayaresh compare the Heb.

name of the eighth month, Marcheshvan (instead of Merachshaven) =
Assyr. Arachsamna', see ZA 2, 266; Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT)
p. 259,. 1. 28. Assyr. m was pronounced v\ see below, nn. 44. 98.

20 The prefixed m must be explained in the same way as the cockney

pronunciation hale instead of ale, or the French pronunciation of the

German Elephant as Helephant. As the Babylonians dropped their

?'s or digammas, an in was incorrectly added in some cases. When
the children of the lower classes in Berlin are taught at school, not

25 to say jut (j'uf) instead of gut, or Waren (with 5) instead of Wagen,
they often say Gesus instead Jesus, and gebogen instead ofgeboren, &c.

(2) There is, of course, no reference to the Persian Wars in the

Book of Esther. The author of this patriotic festal legend was not

inclined to enhance the glory of the Greeks. Similarly Mordecai is

30 introduced as a descendant of Saul, not as a son of David, because

descendants of David were not personce gratce under the reign of

the Maccabean princes; cf. p. 12, 1. 34. NOLDEKE'S inference (EB
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1404, above) that the author of the Book of Esther belonged to the

tribe of Benjamin (because a member of the tribe of Judah would

have been more inclined to represent his hero and heroine as de-

scendants of David) is not justified.

(3) At present, day and night are not of equal length on March 2 1 5

and Sept. 22 (owing to the precession of the equinoxes, &c.). Accord-

ing to our Eastern Standard time, which corresponds to Long. 5 h.

west of Greenwich, the sun rose in Baltimore at 6. 15 A. M. and set

at 6. 15 P. M. on March 18, 1906; and in the autumn the sun will rise

at 5. 58 A. M. and set at 5. 58 P. M. on Sept. 26, 1906. According to 10

Central European time, the sun rose at 6. 16 and set at 6. 14 on

March 19, 1906, and in the fall the sun rises at 5. 57 and sets at

5. 58 on Sept. 25, 1906. In the year of the Gregorian reform of

the calendar (1582) the vernal equinox fell on March n. We
know from the cuneiform reports of the Assyro-Babylonian astro- 15

nomers that the I
st of Nisan did not always coincide with the vernal

equinox; we read that mun u viusu Zitqulu 'day and night were

balanced' on the 6 th of Nisan, or the 15
th

,
&c. Cf. HW 686 a

, 1.6;

AL 4
, 80, a. The first of Nisan of the year 5666 of the Jews corre-

sponds to March 27, 1906. The 1
st of Nisan 538 B. c. corresponds 20

to March 20, the I st of Tishri 500 B. c. = Sept. 28; cf. FaG 2, 470.

480, also F. K. GlNZEL, Handbnck dcr tnathematischcn nnd technisckcn

Chronologic, vol. 1 (Leipzig, 1906).

-'(4) Solemnity means originally 'annual occurrence,' from sollus

(o>loe)
= totus and annus. 25

(5) Astronomical festivals are older than agricultural feasts, and

sacrifices of firstlings are more primitive than offerings of first-fruits,

Savage hunters may observe the new moon; nomads may sacrifice

firstlings at yeaning time; agricultural feasts presuppose a settled

population. . 30

(6) Contrast F. SCHWALLY, Das Lebcn nack dcni Tode (Giessen,

1 892) p. 44 (Fasten stets eine kultische 11auditing) and W. ROBERTSON

SMITH, The Religion of the Semites (London, 1894) p. 434. Fasting
as a sign of sorrow for the dead was originally the natural abstinence

from food in consequence of genuine grief, just as the modern custom 35

not to go to the theater or to a social entertainment during a period
of mourning was originally the natural consequence of the genuine

grief of the mourner. Similarly a man originally rent his garments
when he received the sad news of the death of a dear friend or

relative (2 S 1, n; contrast 12, 21) because he felt stifled: he tore 40

off his garments because they hindered his breathing. The mourn-

ful tidings staggered him; he prostrated himself on the ground

(HW 625
b

; contrast KB 6, 203, 1. 2; 429, 1. 24) so that he was covered
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with dust. Afterwards the rending of garments was merely symbolical,
the dress being torn at the breast for a hand's breadth, and dust

(or ashes) sprinkled over the body was substituted for prostration

on the ground, just as we merely bow in reverence instead of fall-

5 ing down on our faces, or as we wear bands of crape around the

hat or the sleeve instead of putting on mourning garments. JASTROW'S

explanation in his pvperDustandAshes as Symbols ofMourning among
the Ancient Semites (JAOS 20, 133) seems to me too artificial; cf.

also JASTROW'S paper Baring of tJie Ann and Shoulder as a Sign
10 of Mourning (ZAT 22, 117).

(7) On the other hand, the Scotch fast-days and the German

Inisstage have practically become mere holidays.

(8) According to the festal calendar of the Roman Catholic

Church, the forerunner of Jesus was conceived on Sept. 24 (about

15 the time of the autumnal equinox) and born on June 24 (about the

time of the summer solstice). The feast of the Immaculate Concep-
tion of the Blessed Virgin is observed on Dec. 8, and her Nativity

on Sept. 8. The date of the ytvsoiq of Jesus (the Annunciation) is

March 25; and the date of His -/EvvrjGic Dec. 25. March 25 was
20 supposed to be also the date of the crucifixion. See LAGARDE'S

paper (cited below, in note 10) p. 265, 1. 6; p. 294, 1. 21; p. 296, 1. 24;

p. 317, 1. 1 8. Cf. below, nn. 42. 100.

(9) See LAGARDE'S paper (cited in n. 10) p. 323,

(10) See PAUL E. JAHLONSKI'S (1693 T 757) paper reprinted in

25 vol. 4- of LAGARDE'S Mittheilnngen (Gottingen, 1891) pp. 215. 220. 224.

229, and LAGARDE'S paper Altes und Nenes iiber das WeiJmacJitsfest

in the same volume, pp. 250. 298. 311. 321.

(n) Hospinianus (1547 1626) of Zurich remarks in his book De
Festis Judceorum et Ethnicorum (1593) that the celebration of the

30 Nativity on Dec. 25 was introduced, non quod time natum Dominant

crederent, sed ut Saturnalionun festnm .... in hoc festum commu-

tarent; see LAGARDE op. cit. 263. The Saturnalia survived in the

so-called Feast of Fools (and Feast of Asses) which was celebrated,

especially in France, during the middle ages, from Christmas to

35 Epiphany, but chiefly on Jan. I. Some of the features of this Narren-

fest still survive in the carnival. In Venice the carnival begins on

Dec. 26. Carnival is a corruption of carrus navalis, a ship on wheels,

which played a prominent part in the procession (cf. Sebastian Brant's

Ship of Fools and below, p. 41, 1. 16).

4 For the connection of the carnival, the Saturnalia, and Purim

with the Babylonian Sacaea see J. G. FRAZER'S remarks in EB 3981.

BRUNO MEISSNER'S identification (ZDMG 50, 296) of the Sumerian

name of the New Year's festival, Zasr-inuir or rather Zak-innk, with
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2axcua is doubtful. The identity of the Babylonian Sactea, the

Persian Fan'ardigan (cf. above, p. 21, 1. 10) and the Jewish Puriin

was suggested by THOMAS HYDE as early as 1760.

Some are inclined to connect the crucifixion of Jesus with the

Sactea and the impalement of Haman at Purim. The appointment 5

of a condemned criminal as Ce/ay//c, a mock king, who was after-

wards scourged and crucified, was one of the chief features of the

Sactza. Cf. H. VOLLMER, Jesus nnd das Sacteenopfer (Giessen, 1905);

contrast Schiirer in TLZ 30, 589 (Oct. 28, 1905).

The Persian deities
3

Quavoq and 'Avadaxoc;, which Strabo (512) 10

mentions in connection with the Saxaia are, of course, identical

with the Biblical Haman ben-Hammedatha; see ANDREAS, AoF 3, 4.

(12) Also called the Feast of Lights (Joseph. Ant, 12, 7, 7). In

the present year (1905) it was celebrated on Dec. 23. This Feast of

the Dedication is probably an adaptation of a pre-existent astro- 15

nomical festival celebrating the winter solstice; cf. WELLHAUSEN,
IsraelitiscJie und JiidiscJie GesckicJite (Berlin, 1904) p. 263, below, and

see above, p. 3, 1. 6. The lights at this Jewish feast correspond to the

yule logs and yule candles. At the winter solstice our Germanic

ancestors used to kindle huge bonfires in honor of Thor; cf. the 20

Jokannisfeuer (St. John's fires) in Southern Germany, on Midsummer

eve, at the summer solstice.

(13) Cf. my remarks in the abstract of my paper The Origin of

tae Pentateuch (JAOS 16, cii). The full text of this paper is published,
in Hebrew, in the journal ^ai^an 13 Ner hamnia'ravi, New York, 1895. 25

See also LAGARDE, Purim, pp. 48. 57.

(14) The / in Austrb was inserted between s and r, just as b is

inserted in number or fieorjfi^Qta^ &c. Easter is connected with east,

i. e. the region of the dawn. The Indo-European goddess of the

dawn of day became among the Germanic races a goddess of the 30

dawn of the year, /. e. Spring. The roots of tax; (for *avococ) 'dawn,

east' and lap (for *fe6aQ) 'spring' (Lat. ver for *t>esr) are ultimately

identical. In the same way the Babylonian Marduk is not only the

god of the morning sun, but also the god of the vernal sun; cf.

below, n. 40. 35

(15) The beginning of the wheat-harvest. The Feast of Un-
leavened Bread marks the beginning of the barley-harvest.

(16) See Pesach. 68 b
; cf. GOLDSCHMIDT, Der babyl. Talmud, vol. 2

(Berlin, 1901) p. 565.

(17) The Feast of Tabernacles, Pentecost, and the Feast of Un- 40

leavened Bread were agricultural festivals which the Hebrews adopted
from the Canaanites. Cf. the notes on the translation of Judges, in

the Polychrome Bible, p. 44, 1. 30.
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(18) See note 76 to my paper Babylonian Elements in the

Levitic Ritual in JBL 19, 74; for the etymology of the Heb. term

maffdt/i see ibid, note 80.

(19) For a similar Babylonian rite see n. 118 to my paper cited in

5 note 18; cf. S. I. CURTISS, Ursemitische Religion im Volksleben des

Orients (Leipzig, 1903) p. 39, n. 2. For modern blood-rites in the

East see chapters 2022 of CURTISS' book; cf. ibid. p. xv. See

also ED. MEYER, Die Israeliten und Hire Nachbarstamme (Halle, 1906)

p. 38, below.

10 (20) Our term Passover reflects the Hebrew popular etymology.
The original meaning of Pesah was probably 'appeasement' (of the

wrath of the deity) = Assyr. tapsuxtu, from pasaxu; cf. Crit. Notes

on Kings (SBOT) p. 297, 1. 19; p. 270, 1. 26. If Assyr. pasa.ru is iden-

tical with Heb. sibbdh Prov. 29, 11, the / would be due to a partial

15 assimilation of the b to the .?, as in Assyr. dispu 'honey' for drtbu,

dibsu; cf. Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT) p. 251, 1. i.

According to WiNCKLER (OLZ 8, 301) Heb. pes
ah is a translation

of the Babylonian term nibiru (for ma'baru] see BA 1, 175) i. e. the

upper culmination of a heavenly body, t^e attainment by a star of

20 its highest altitude; but this explanation is untenable. Pesah cannot

mean 'night of the full moon'; the full moon does not 'come but

once a year.' Besides, the Passover was originally celebrated at the

new moon; see above, p. 4, 1. 35.

(21) Assyr. Babilu (Sumer. Ka-dingird] means 'Gate of God.'

25 Assyr. balalu means 'to pour out, to found = to cast,' but not 'to

confound.' Cf. my paper on the etymology of Heb. moJicl 'circum-

ciser' in AJSL 22,250.

(22) Heb. nihhdm is a privative Piel of the stem nahdm 'to sigh,

feel sorry'; it means therefore originally 'to dispel sorrow.' Cf. the

30 German term Sorgenbrecher for wine (Greek Avoiog, Avalog) and

n. 72 to my paper on Ps. 23 (AJSL 21, 148).

(23) It is not necessary to read ycnthcnii instead of yenahh amenu.

The writer did not mean to convey the idea of rest from toil; con-

trast Crit. Notes on Genesis (SBOT) p. 51, 1. 49. Noah did not know

35 that the cups would not only cheer, but also inebriate. The name
Noah cannot be combined with Assyr. ndxu, inux 'to rest'; the final

// in No ah is different; cf. below, nn. 86. 149. It seems to be derived

from a stem na/id/i, from which we have in Arabic: nahahe 'liberality,

generosity.' All etymologies of ancient names are, of course, ex-

40 tremely uncertain; cf. AJSL 20, 152, below. The lengthening of the

vowel in Arab. Nuh is secondary; the original form must have been Niihlj.

(24) It is not necessary to insert lihyoth; this would require the

omission of the article in ? JidadJiauidh. For the construction see
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GESENIUS-KAUTZSCH, 120, d. The suggestion that Gen. 5, 2Q
b

(J
2
)

belonged to Gen. 9, 20 (J
1

) was first made by BOHMEK.

(25) So A. KUENEX in his Historisch-kritischc Einleitnng in die

Bricher des AT, 1, 2 (Leipzig, 1890) p. 220; see CORNILL'S Einleitnng

(Tubingen, 1905) p. 161; cf. SIEGFRIED'S commentary (Gottingen, 1901) 5

p. 142; WlLDEBOER's Literatur des AT (Gottingen, 1895) p. 447, below.

BAUDTSSTN'S view in his Einleitung (Leipzig, 1901) p. 308, below, that

Esther was written before the Maccabean period, is very improbable,

According to W. ERBT, Die Purimsage (Berlin, 1900) p. 83 the orig-

inal Book of Esther was composed about 155; the present form of 10

the Book originated about 120; and the Greek Version was made
about 114 B. C. (cf. NOLDEKE, in EB 1405, 9). The final redaction of

the Heb. text may be, according to Erbt, even later, but not later

than 30 B. C.

Professor HUGO WILLRICH, of Gottingen, thinks that the Book 15

of Esther was composed in 48 B. C. (Ptolemy Est. 11, I is Ptolemy
XIV. who was drowned in the Nile on Jan. 14, 47 B. C.). Purim is

supposed to be a festival commemorating the etablishment under

Ptolemy VI. Philometor (182 146 B. C.) of the Jewish military colonies

in Egypt; the xJiiJQOi are not oracular lots, but portions of land. 20

WILLRICH refers to I Esdras 4, 56 cited by A. SCHOLZ: xal Jcaoi

rolq <PQOVQOV<JI rrjv nohv, tyQaips dovvai avrolg x/LrjQovg xcu otymvia,

AV pensions and wages, but in the margin: portions of land; compare

m^. reference to I Mace. 3, 36 (above, p. 17, 1. 39) and my remarks

on Psalm 16 (above, p. 18, 1. 10).
-- Ahasuerus represents, according 25

to WILLRICH, the younger brother of Ptolemy Philometor: Ptolemy

Physcon (Euergetes II.) 146 117 B. C. (co-regent 170146). Vashti

is Cleopatra II., the sister and wife of Ptolemy Philometor and after-

wards of his younger brother, Physcon. Cleopatra II. married Euer-

getes II., just as Queen Salma Alexandra, the wife of Aristobulus, 30

married his younger brother, Alexander Jannaeus; cf. my remarks

in ZDMG 58, 629. Esther is Cleopatra III., the younger daughter
of Philometor and Cleopatra II.; cf. below, p. 29, 1. 5. (Cleopatra I.

is the mother of Ptolemy Philometor, the daughter of the Seleucid

Antiochus III. the Great and wife of Ptolemy V. Epiphanes, 205 182 35

B. C. She was a sister of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes, the youngest son

of Antiochus the Great).
- - Mordecai, says WILLRICH, is Dositheus

(3 Mace. 1, 3); see also p. 29, 1. 42. The Ptolemaic prototype of

the massacre of the enemies of the Jews in the Book of Esther is

the slaughter of the Cyreneans at the inthronisation of Pin-scon 40

(Diodor. 33, I3).f See WILLRICH'S Judaica (Gottingen, 1900) pp. 5.

f Compare, however, I Mace. II, 47, &c
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10. 12. 21. 22. 23. 25. 74. 106; cf. p. ix and his paper on 3 Mace,

(cited at the end of n. 64) p. 254.

WILLRICH'S book has not induced me to make any alterations

in my paper (except p. 4, 1. 42 and p. 7, 11. 17 21). I believe

5 that Esther represents, not Physcon's niece and wife, Cleopatra III.,

but her elder sister, the wife of Alexander Balas, of Syria, ^ho after-

wards married Alexander's antagonist, Demetrius II. Nicator; see my
Ecclesiastes (Baltimore, 1905) p. 37. Ahasuerus is Alexander Balas,

Mordecai is the Maccabee Jonathan, and Haman is Nicanor; cf. above,
10 p. ii, 1.40. On p. 33 WiLLRlCH recognizes that Holofernes corre-

sponds to Nicanor; cf. EB 2103, below, and GASTER'S paper cited

in n. 81. (In one of the forms of the story of Judith it is Nicanor

who is beheaded, and the deed is celebrated im connection with the

Feast of Dedication; cf. n. 12). WiLLRlCH also states that the author

15 of the Book of Judith (which he believes to have been written be-

tween 157 and 153 B. C.) is the first Pharisee known to us (cf. above,

P- 7 1
1- 37 and EB 2645, above). I was especially glad to find

that WiLLRlCH saw, six years ago, that Esther bears some traces

of Irene, the favorite concubine of Physcon; cf. above, p. 7, 1. 25,

20 and p. 246, below, of WILLRICH'S paper on 3 Mace, (cited at the

end of n. 64).

I did not see WILLRICH'S Judaica before June 29, 1906, after

the manuscript of my paper had been sent to the printers; and

WiLLRlCH was kind enough ta send me his paper on 3 Mace, (cited

25 at the end of n. 64) on July 30, 1906. On p. 142 of SIEGFRIED'S

commentary on Esther, which has been carried through the press by
B. BAENTSCH, there is a paragraph devoted to WILLRICH'S book.

This contains the statement Die Haremsstellung der Esther entspricJit

der Einehe der Maitresse des Euergetes. After having read WlLL-

30 RICH'S book I see now that EineJie is a misprint for Eirene = Irene.

In the same way the statement Die gesdiicJitlicJte Grundlage des

Esterbuches findet der Verfasser in den Ereignissen der JaJire 157
bis 153 seems to be due to a misunderstanding: WiLLRlCH states on

p. 33 of his book that the Book of Judith was evidently written bet-

35 ween 157 and 153; cf. above, 1. 16 and contrast p. 7, 1. 35; p. 28, 1. 16;

P- 3, I- 3-

The weakest point in WILLRICH'S theory is, that he does not

point out any contemporary prototype of Haman. He thinks that

Haman is merely a type, a personification of the anti-Jewish party
40 at the Egyptian court (op. cit. p. 17; cf. p. 14). In the same way

WiLLRlCH thinks (op. cit. p. 21) that Mordecai is merely a type

representing Onias, Dositheus, Ananias, and Helkias. For this com-

posite type see below, n. 155; for Dositheus cf. above, p. 28, 1. 37; and
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for Ananias and Helkias, below, p. 36, 1. 17. WlLLRlCH's explana-
tion that Vashti represents the mother of Esther is destitute of all

probability.

(26) See E. REUSS' AT, vol. 7 (Braunschweig, 1894) p. 203 and

his Geschiclite der heiligen Scliriften des AT (Braunschweig, 1890) 5

p. 616; also ERBT, Purimsage, p. 80; EB 3978; KAT 3
, 517, n. 3. This

explanation was first suggested by J. D. MlCHAELlS; see his Orient.

Bibliothek, part 2 (1772) p. 36; 6 (1774) pp. 148150, and especial!}-

his notes on I Mace. 7, 49 (1778); cf. below, p. 51, 1. 35.

(27) See i Mace. 7, 49; 2 Mace. 15, 36. 10

(28) See I Mace. 7,40.45; Joseph. Ant. 12, 10, 5.

(29) Cf. above, note 12.

(30) Called in 2 Mace. 15, 36 (37) r\ MaQdoxaixi] tjfitQa. Cf.

above, p. 5, 1. 23.

(31) Cf. KAT :!

, 514; BA 4, 499, 1. 19. See also FRANCOIS THU- 13

REAU-DANGIN, Les inscriptions de Sumer et d' Akkad (Paris, 1905)

p. 123, col. v, i; p. 129, col. iii, 5.

(32) For Nimrod, not GilgameS, see Crit. Notes on Proverbs

(SBOT) p. 33, 1. 16. The reading Nimrod is just as certain as the

name of his friend Eabani. For ED. MEYER'S view that Nimrod is 20

not a Babylonian, but a Libyan name (see p. 448 of his new book
cited above, in n. 19) cf. my remarks in BA 1, 183.

(33) The cuneiform name of the Babylonian Noah is Ut-naptitim,

i. e. 'he found life (immortal).' His epithet is Atra-xasts 'extremely
wise.' The Greek form of the name, Sioov&Qoq and Arab. Xidr 25

(Rtickert's Ckidher, der ewigjunge] show that the adverb atra (for

watrd) could be placed also after the adjective (Xasis-atra) just as

we can say in Syriac either yatttr hakktm 'extremely wise' or hakktm

yattir. The u in Xisuthros is due to the initial w of ivatra or

rather wathra (ZA 19, 235). See my paper on the introductory lines 30

of the cuneiform account of the Deluge, JAOS 25, 69, n. 3.

(34) See my edition of the cuneiform text (Leipzig, 1891) p. 137,

11. 71 75. These lines should be transliterated as follows: ana

[akale] uttebbix alf>e, asqis immere umisd-ma, sirc[hi kur\unnu Samnu

u karanii ninnia\rc umalli\ kima me nari-ma isinna ippnsii kinia funi 35

akiti-ma. Contrast JEXSKX in KB 6 (1900) 234; WlNCKLER, Kcil-

inschriftliches Textbuch zum A T (Leipzig, 1903) p. 87. The philo-

logical justification of my translation must be given elsewhere.

(35) That is, sesame oil. Heb. zaith 'olive-tree' is not found in

Assyrian; zait may be an Indo-European loanword; cf. LAGARDE'S 40

Mittheilungen, 3 (1889) 226.

(36) The view of DELITZSCH (BA 2, 239) and JENSEN (ZA 7, 219)

that the name of the Babylonian New Year's festival, akitu stands
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for waqittt, so that it may be connected with Arab, ittaqa (from

waqa) 'to fear God,' is not probable. But akttu may stand for

wakitu, so that it is connected with Arab, ittika 'accubation' and

muttakd 'banquet' (Coran 12, 31). In this case the original meaning

5 would be 'accubation/ then 'banquet, feast.' Syr. scinakha means,

not only 'dining-couch' (Heb. mittdh, Est. 1, 6); but also 'banquet,

feast.
1

Arab, rats el-muttaka is the maitre d"hotel or majordomo;
ittakda linda fulan means 'to eat with some one' (Syr., istemikk 'am

Matt 9, io). The Babylonians took their meals in an accumbent

10 posture; see my remarks JBL 21, 64. We use feast, not only in

the sense of 'festival,' but also for a sumptuous entertainment, an

abundant repast or meal. Feast is opposed to jast; cf. p. I, 1. 17.

Feasting is still a prominent feature in the observance of Purim; cf.

below, n. 38. EMIL BEHRENS, Assyrisch-babylonische Briefe kultischen

15 Inhalts aits der Sargonidenseit (Leipzig, 1906) p. n shows that akitu.

means simply 'feast,' although the term is used especially for the

New Year's festival; cf. Heb. Jiagh 'feast' which denotes especially
the feast of Tabernacles (see above, p. 2, 1. 18). Cf, also p. 33 of

BEHRENS' dissertation. Bit akiti= beth hammftteh Est. 7, 8.

20 (37) See his article on Esther in EB 1403, n. 2.

(38) See LAGARDE, Purim, pp. 55. 56; ERBT, Purimsage, p. 87. At
the reunion (puxrir, see below, n. 146) of the gods, which is the pri-

mordial prototype (ZAT 11, 163) of the Babylonian New Year's festival,

even the gods were full of food' and liquor, so that they were made

25 foolish (sirisa matqu nsanni tenhui} and stupefied (maadis egu). See
the conclusion of the third tablet of the Creation series, and cf,

DELlTZSCH, Das babylonische Weltschopfungsepos (Leipzig, 1896) p. 79,
1. 135; p. 103, 1. 135; p. 139 ad 1. 137; JENSEN in KB 6, 20, 135;
ZlMMERN in KAT 3

, 494; see also NoWACK's Hebr. Archaologie, 2, 199.

30 For the phrase usanni tensun see my remarks in AJSL 1 (1885)
221. Tenhui stands for tenihm, and temu = ta'mu; see Crit. Notes
on Ezra-Nehemiah (SBOT) p. 34, 1. 49.

(39) Compare above, note 30.

(40) See KAT 3
, 370, below; cf. above, n. io and JASTROW, Reli-

35 gion Babyloniens nnd Assyriens (Giessen, 1905) p. 112, n. 6; pp. 232.

251. 261. 402. 493519; also FRIEDRICH JEREMIAS in the third edition

of CHANTEPIE DE LA SAUSSAYE'S Lehrbuch der Religionsgeschiclite
vol. 1 (Tubingen. 1905) p. 294 and WlNCKLER, AoF 3, 275, below,
and 293, below.

40 (41) Our ninth month is therefore still known as September, the

tenth month as October, .&c.

(42) For March 25 as the day on which the festival of the

Annunciation is held, see above, n. 8.
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(43) See my remarks on the original meaning of the Heb. term

sand/i 'year' in n. 24 to my paper cited above, n. 21; cf. also FaG 2,

438 and contrast WlNCKLER, Der alte Orient und die Geschiclits-

forschung in the Mittcilungen der Vorderasiatischen GesellscJiaft (Berlin,

1906) p. 97, below. 5

(44) See MARTI'S article on Year, EB 5365 and GJV 1 (1901) pp. 33.

745 760. On p. 745 of his great work, SCHURER gives the names
of the Babylonian months as Nisaannu, Aim, Sivanu, Duuzu, Abu,

Ululu, Tasritav, Araa/i samna, Kisilivu, Tibituv, Sabatu, Addarn;
but the correct forms are Nisanu, Aru, Simanu, Difuzu, Abu, Ululu, 10

Tasritu, Araxsamnu, Kis(i)limmu, Tebetu, Sabatu, Ad(d]aru; see my
ASKT 44. 64 and cf. DELITZSCH, The Heb. Language (1883) p. 15;

KAT 3
, 330. It is true, instead of Aru most Assyriologists read

Airu;"\ and Simanu, Kisilimu or Kislimu were pronounced Sivanu,

Kislivu; but SCHURER's transliterations Nisaannu, Duuzu, AraaJi 15

samna are just as bad as the forms of cuneiform names given in the

ninth edition (1883) of GESENIUS' Heb. lexicon, which I criticized in

BA 1, 329 (ad p. 298).

Both Nisanu and Tasritu mean 'beginning'; the stem of Nisanu

is nasd' 'to start, to set out,' and Tasritu or (with epenthesis) Tesritit 20

is an infinitive of the Piel usarri 'he inaugurated' (cf. BA 1, 38, n. *)

just as we have teflilu 'prayer' from ufalli 'he prayed, implored'

(contrast HW 500
b
).

The stem of Simanu is wdsama; see JBL 19, 80

below. For the pronunciation Sivanu, Kislivu see ZA 2, 265; for

Duuzu instead of Dumuzu, Tumuzu cf. ibid. 270. For Marcheshvan 25

see above, n. I. The fact that Marcheshvan means 'eighth month'

shows, of course, that Nisan was the first month of the Babylonian

year. For 'febetu see my Assyr. E-vowel (Baltimore, 1887) p. n.

Addaru means in Assyrian: foyaloq 'dark, gloomy'; idirtu means

'oppression, trouble'; idranu and tadirtu = 'mourning, lamentation' 30

(HW 29). This explains why in Est. 3, 7 (which is a misplaced gloss

to Est 3, 13; see above, p. 15, 1. 14) the lot falls on the 13
th of Adar;

this day was a dies ater xar' k^o^riv.

(45) Both Nisan and Tishri mean 'beginning'; see above, 1. 19.

(46) Cf. DlLLMANN'S Ethiopic grammar (1899) p. 17, n. 4. The 35

grouping of the three liquids (Heb. r is guttural, or rather uvular)

at the beginning of the second half of the alphabet is certainly not

accidental, but intentional. In the same way we find at the beginning
of the first half of the alphabet the three medials b, g, d; cf. GESENII S

1

f Dr. L'NGNAD, Babylonisch-assyrische Grammatik (Miinchen, 1906) 4, a states 40
that Assyrian has no diphthongs; cf. ibid. 6, c, e and DELITZSCH'S Assyr. Gr. 2

21, a, 2; also my Burner. Familiengesetze (1879) p. 21, u. I.
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Heb. grammar (1902) 5, h. According to FRANZ PRAETORIUS, Uber

den Ursprung des kanaandischen Alpliabets (Berlin, 1906) p. 4, below,
the so-called Phenician alphabet is derived from an older system of

writing (in Asia Minor) allied to the Cypriote syllabary.

5 (47) Cf. BAENTSCH ad Exod. 12, 2 (a secondary addition to P)
and DRIVER'S notes on the festal calendar in Lev. 23, pp. 93 96
of the translation of Leviticus in the Polychrome Bible, especially

p. 94, 1. 21 and p. 95, 1. 19. See also NOWACK, Hebr. Archdologie,
101.

10 (48) See BERTHOLET and KRAETZSCHMAR, ad Ezek. 40, i; cf.

DRIVER'S notes on Leviticus, in the Polychrome Bible, p. 99, 1. 35.

(49) Cf. Lev. 23, 23. 26; Num. 29, i. 7 (P). The Pentateuchal

Priestly Code (P) was compiled in Babylonia about 500 B. C. At
that time the Persians celebrated the [iayo(p6vLa (cf. p. 9, 1. i) on

15 the iolh of Tishri. Pseudo-Smerdis was assassinated on the ioth of

the month Bagayadi (which seems to correspond ta the Tishri) =
Oct. 1 6, 521 B. c. See FaG 2, 473. 480. 501. Cf. also LAGARDE'S

paper, cited in n. 10, p. 295, 1. 3.

(50) Demetrius is referred to in Ps. 45, 8 as the rival of the

20 King, i. e. Alexander Balas; see my Ecclesiastes (Baltimore, 1905) p. 37.

According to WiLLRlCH, Judaica, p. 159, below, Nicanor, the friend

of Demetrius is not identical with Nicanor, the general of Antiochus

Epiphanes (i Mace. 3, 38; 2 Mace. 8, 9). Cf. above, p. 29, 1. 4.

(51) The passage 9, 24 is d later addition; see p. 15, 1. 17.

25 (52) That is, Nicanor's right arm; cf. ^itpiwv kjtitfiQa Jla%ovoa'

(Soph. Ant. 814).

(53) The Heb. text runs: - - bD21 n^n D^aiT ''SnfiBtt """! "iiapiS

bisn irw ittiai DbtJiTi nw by IT spaa n^n DTI DT
TT mains issp Dinsai D^anaum ms niDbtt msattoi naoani

30 ms^aa i^no D^TI nistjn -oia n^nc JIB IIBKI obcni i-i^ca nixbni

ni2p: cnn myn nbcni by. ^ also Judith 6, 17.

(54) Compare Judges 1, 6. 7.

(55) Contrast CORNILL'S remarks in 23, i of his Einleitung (1905)

p. 159. CORNILL says: An dem Buche Esther ginge der christliche

35 Ausleger des A T am liebsten ganz voruber, und beschaftigt sic/t

^uen^gstens wit ihm nickt mehr als unumganglicJi riotig; denn, so wert-

vott dies Buck anck fiir uns als religionsgeschiclitliche Urkunde ist

mit seiner Aufnahme haben die Sammler des Kanons einen schweren

Missgriff begangen. Alle hasslicJien und schlivimen Ziige des Jiidais-

4 nms zeigen sick /tier unrer/iiillt, und nur in Alexandrien hat man sich

zu dem Versuche gedrungen gefuhlt, wenigstens mit ein paar religiosen

Lappen die ividrige Blosse zu decken. The measures taken by Mor-

decai and the Jews were necessary in self-defense; cf. la'modJi 'al-

Beitrage zur semit. Sprachwissenschaft. VI, 2. 3
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nafsam 'to stand up for, i. e. to defend, their lives' Est. 8, 11; see

also 16, 20. The object of the gibbeting of the sons of Hainan was

to intimidate the enemies of the Jews in Susa, so that there should

be no further riots in the capital. Contrast DRIVER'S Introduction

(1897) p. 486. The little ones and zvomen in Est. 8, n is a scribal 5

expansion derived from 3, 13. For the spirit of vengeance in the

Book of Esther cf. i Mace. 2, 67. 68; 7, 24. 38; 13, 6.

(56) A cablegram of Nov. 5, 1905 stated that thousands of Jews
had been killed in Odessa, and that they had been treated with

revolting barbarity. Heads were battered with hammers, nails were 10

driven into the bodies, eyes were gouged out, and ears severed. Many
bodies were disemboweled, and in some cases petroleum was poured
over the sick hiding in cellars, and they were burnt to death. It is

alleged that the police and soldiers everywhere marched at the head

of mobs, inciting them to destroy the Jews by crying: "The Jews 15

have killed our Emperor" and similar expressions. While the mobs
were engaged in the slaughter, the soldiers busied themselves pillag-

ing the cash and jewels, leaving the household goods to the mobs.

The police prevented any one from arresting the looters, and pre-

vented also the Red Cross workers from aiding the wounded, actually 2o

firing upon those engaged in this work.

A Russian refugee, who arrived in New York on Jan. 5, 1906,

related how in the town of Nova Moscov five drunken soldiers

marched through the streets carrying arms, a dead baby, with a

bayonet run through its body, being displayed at the end of each 25

gun. Another refugee stated: I saw a Russian town attacked on

Oct. 1 8, and 300 Jews were put to death. The women were thrown

out of the windows, the men were beaten on the head with rifle

butts, and bayonets were run through the bodies of the children.

A man from Crinishoff, near Odessa, said: I saw 2 and 3 year old 30

children torn limb from limb by the insane ruffians, who were inspired

to the deed by the police themselves, who thus hoped to take the

minds of the Russian populace from the real revolution that is spread-

ing throughout the Empire. I saw one young woman slashed open
from her throat to her abdomen, and then saw the fiends stuff 35

feathers from a pillow, which they had thrown from the window,
into her body.

There were new Russian massacres of the Jews in Bialystock on

June 14, 1906. More than 6000 Jews are said to have fled into the

woods near Bialystock. The Jew-baiters of Bialystock were supported 40

by the Russian troops and the police. The military attacked the

Jews who tried to defend themselves against their assailants. The

Jew-baiters committed unspeakable atrocities. A telegram from
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St. Petersburg in the Berliner Tageblatt of June 19, 1906 stated that

nails were driven into the heads of the members of the family of

the Jewish teacher WOLLSTEIN, and then, he, his wife, his two sons,

and his daughter were cut in pieces. Jewish girls who had fled to

5 the garrets of the houses were ravaged, and then the fiends ripped

up their stomachs. Many were tortured, killed, and interred. Cf.

below, n. 115.

The pogroin ofBialystock (or Bielostock) on June 14 and 15, 1906
is said to have been organized by the Russian police officer (pristaw]

10 SHEREMETIEF who has since been called to St. Petersburg by the

Russian Secretary of the Interior. Pogrom (pronounced pagront] is

a Russian word meaning 'destruction.'

At a meeting held in Berlin, June 25, 1906, for the purpose of

raising a protest against the massacre of Bialystock, Professor FRANZ

15 VON LlSZT, of the University of Berlin, stated that the atrocities were

committed with the passive assistance of the Russian authorities, the

police and the troops. The distinguished jurist is reported to have

said: Das istplannidssiges VorgeJien, eine Organisierung der scliwarzen

Bande und dann Niedermetzelung, nicht etwa der Revolutionare, son-

20 dern der .friedlichen Burger. Und das geschieht alles tinier der

passiven Assistenz der Organe, die zur AufrechterJialtung der Ord-

nung bestimnit sind, unter der Assistenz der Polizei und der bewaffneten
MacJit. Hinterher dann Straflosigkeit oder gar Beforderung. Cf. Die

russiscJien Massacres, Vortrdge] gelialten in der Tonhallen - Versamin-

25 lung am 25/VI, 1906 zu Berlin (Berlin-Schoneberg, Verlag der Hilfe,

1906) and WILH. MUNZ, Die Judenmetzeleien in Russland (Breslau,

Kobner, 1906).

(57) See W. FAIRWEATHER'S article on the Maccabees in vol. 3

of HASTINGS' Dictionary of the Bible, p. i8i b
,
second paragraph;

30 cf. GJV 1, 193. 198. 200.

(58) See GJV 1, 194-196.

(59) See the Assyrian relief on p. 264 of KAULEN'S Assyrien u)id

Babylonien (1899). Cf. BlLLERBECK-DELlTZSCH, Die Tore von Balawat

(BA 6, part i) p. 1 1, 1. 32; p. 28, 1. 2; p. 47, 1. 36; p. 49, 1. 19; p. 58,

35 1.27; p. 59, 11. 29. 31.

(60) Cf. EB 959.

(61) See Crit. Notes on Numbers (SBOT) p. 66, 1. 2.

(62) I have stated in my Ecclesiastes (Baltimore, 1905) p. 36, below,

that Ps. 45 seems to be the Heb. version of the Greek sjttfra/ldfJioi'

40 which Jonathan presented at the wedding of Alexander Balas and

Cleopatra.

(63) That is the poor and wise youtJi alluded to in Eccl. 4, 13.

The old and foolish king is Antiochus Epiphanes. According to
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ZAPLETAL, Das Buck Kohelet (Freiburg, Switzerland, 1905) p. 147 N.

PETERS has referred the poor and wise youth to Alexander Balas;

but the old and foolish king- is according to N. PETERS, not Antiochus

Epiphanes, but Demetrius I. Soter. For Xerxes' harem in the Book
of Esther cf. the passage Justin. 35, 2 (quoted GJV 1, 231, below) 5

Alexandrum insperatae opes et alienee felicitatis ornamenta velnt

captum inter scortorum greges desidem in regia tenebant. J. C. MATTHES'

objections against my interpretation of Eccl. 4, 13 i6(TEYLER's Theol.

Tijdschrift, 4, 3, p. 430) are not valid. I have stated in my Ecclesi-

astes (Baltimore, 1905) p. 36, n. 9 that wise = friend of the Jewish 10

religion, and old = aristocratic. See also my Koheleth oder Welt-

schmerz in der Bibel (Leipzig, 1905) p. 28, n. 4.

(64) According to WILLRICH, Judaica, p. 9 (cf. above, p. 29,

1. 4) Josephus' statement (Against Apion, 2, 5) that Philometor and

Cleopatra II. entrusted their kingdom to the Jews is an exaggeration; 15

not Onias and Dositheus were commanders of the Egyptian army,
but Onias' sons Ananias and Helkias (cf. op. cit. p. 119, n. 2). But

if the Jews were favored by Cleopatra III. (the wife of Euergetes II.)

there is no reason to suppose that the elder sister of Cleopatra III.

(the wife of Alexander Balas of Syria and afterwards of his an- 20

tagonist Demetrius II.) was not just as favorably disposed toward the

Jews. Alexander Balas' friendly attitude toward the Maccabees is cer-

tainly much more established (see my remarks cited above, 1. 10)

than WlLLRICH's theory that Ptolemy Physcon was a great friend

of the Jews; cf. WlLLRlCH, Juden und Griechen vor der inakkabdischen 25

Erhebung (Gottingen, 1895) pp. 142153 and WlLLRICH's paper Der
liistorische Kern des dritten Makkabderbuches in Hermes (ed. by
F. LEO and C. ROBERT) 39 (Berlin, 1904) p. 248.

(65) Cf. GJV 3, 384 and WILLRICH, Jndaica, p. 135.

(66) See GJV 3, 9799. 30

(67) The Alexandrian Jews celebrated their delivery from the

massacre planned by Physcon, just as the Persian Jews observed the

day of their delivery from the massacre planned by Haman. Cf.

3 Mace. 36; J-oseph. Against Apion, 2, 5;
- - i Mace. 7, 49; Est. 9, 21.

The Vulgate has at the end of the Book of Judith: Dies antcni 35

I'ictoriae Jiujus festivitatis ab Hebrteis in nionero sanctorum dierjun

acdpitur, et colitur a Judceis ex illo tempore usque in prasenton dictn.

(68) Bethulia, or rather Betylua, is the Samaritan stronghold

Shechem; seeJAOS20, 164. This Samaritan character of the narra-

tive explains why the Book of Judith was not used by the Palestinian 40

Jews. Among the Jews, Judith was supplanted by Esther. In later

adaptations of the story of Judith (cf. below, n. 81) the scene is laid

at Jerusalem.
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(69) See GJV 3, 366; KAUTZSCH, Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen

(Freiburg i. B., 1898) p. 121. Cf. WILLRICH'S paper cited at the end

of n. 64.

(70) Cf. GASTER in EB 2645; contrast WILLRICH, above, p. 29, 1. 35.

5 (71) Similarly the genuine portions of Ecclesiastes are Sadducean;
and the later interpolations, Pharisaic; see my Ecclesiastes (Baltimore,

1905) P- 2.

(72) See his article on A Thousand and One Nights in the En-

cyclopedia Britannica, ninth edition, vol. 23, pp. 316 318.

10 (73) Dinazad, who was, according to Mag'udi, Shahrazad's maid

corresponds to the maid of Judith (8, 10. 33; 10, 2. 5, &c.). Note also

Esther's maid in Est. 15, 7 (contrast 15, 2; 2,9). Cf. Magoudi, Les prairies

dor, texte et tradition par Barbier de Meynard, vol.4 (Paris, 1865) p. 90.

In other versions of the story, Dtnazad appears as Shahrazad's nurse,

15 or as her sister, or as the King's stewardess. Cf. n. 76.

(74) See the passage referred to in the preceding note.

(75) See Magoudi, op. cit. 2, 123. 129.

(76) According to Magoudi 2, 122 her name vfasDmazad; cf. above

n. 73. Mag'udi adds himself that the accounts vary.

20 (77) We must read in Est. 2, 22: The matter became known to

Mordecai who informed the Gagean Hainan ben-Hammedatha, of the

royal body-guard, and at the end of the chapter we must add: But

the King did not know that Mordecai had informed Haman. If Esther

had informed the King in behalf of Mordecai, as the Received Text

25 reads, it would be inexplicable why Mordecai received no reward

for his discovery of the conspiracy. Nor is there any reason given
in the Received Text for the sudden elevation of Haman. If Haman
was an officer of the royal body-guard, Mordecai may have reported
his discovery of the conspiracy to him. Mordecai's name may have

30 been duly recorded in the chronicles; but these reports were not

submitted to the King, unless he asked for them; so Haman may have

presented to the King an oral report of the discovery of the conspiracy
without mentioning the fact that this plot had been discovered and re-

ported by Mordecai. The King, believing that Haman had saved his

35 life, made him his prime minister. Haman, however, could not prevent
the official recorder from mentioning Mordecai's share in the discovery

of the conspiracy. Haman probably thought that the King would

never see this record. Mordecai, on the other hand, was incensed

against Haman, because he had received no reward, while Haman
40 had been made prime minister. Mordecai, therefore, refused to bow

down to Haman, and the prime minister did not dare to punish him,

fearing lest the truth would come out. How the present text orig-

inated we cannot tell.
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In the Received Text the clause of the royal body-guard \lit. of

the keepers of the threshold) appears after tii<o royal chamberlains,

thus referring to Bigthan and Teresh; but originally, it may be

supposed, it referred to Haman. Haman, the Gagean (/. e. barbarian,

see below, n. no) may have been an officer of the Susian body- 5

guard of the Persian kings. These Susian guards were not white, but

colored; see A. BlLLERECK, Susa (Leipzig, 1893) p. 137 (cf. p. 102)

and compare the plate (in colors) in HELMOLT'S Weltgeschichte, vol. 3

(Leipzig, 1901) p. 145.

(78) See Crit. Notes on Ezekiel (SBOT) p. 99, 1. 32, and cf.
">

above, p. 13, 1. 4.

(79) Utana (in the Susian version: Huttana; cf. below n. 96) is

mentioned in the Behistun inscription of Darius Hystaspis.

(80) The Magians were not magicians or wizards, but haruspices,

diviners, interpreters of dreams, &c. See E. MEYER, Geschichte dcs 15

Altertums, vol. 3 (1901) pp. 20. 125 and cf. my remarks on the Baby-
lonian baruti (Is. 44, 25; Jer. 50, 36 miswritten baddim for barmi) in

JBL 19, 56-58.

(81) In the shorter Heb. version of the story of Judith (published

by CASTER, PSBA 16, 160; cf. above, n. 68) Judith says to the King 20

(Seleucus): My lord king, I belong to a great family in Jerusalem; my
brothers and my father's house were kings and high-priests (Adhoni

hainmel'kh, ant mimmispahdh gcdholdh Sebbiriisalcin. icc-a/i/uii u-vcth

avt melakhim li'c-khohatum gedholmi}.

(82) Cf. e.g. Est. 1, i
b

: hit A/iasweros mcdlunah\ 1, I3
b

. 14: 25

kl-khen bammalkhittJi kaddath; 2, 12: ki-khcn .... hannasim,

&c. &c.

(83) See GEO. SMITH'S Chaldean Account of Genesis (London, 1880)

pp. 140 154; E. T. HARPER in BA 2, 390. 405; ZIMMERN in KAT 3
, 565.

(84) The form of this ancient Babylonian legend may have been 30

dramatic, just as the reading of the Book of Esther at the Feast of

Purim is more or less dramatic; cf. LAGARDE, Purlin, pp. 55. 56;

JASTROW, Religion (cited in n. 40) p. 465, n. 2.

(85) Cf. ERBT, Purimsage, p. 80. C. H. W. JOHNS (EB 3978, 1. 14)

states: "Even the name of Hadassah, Esther's first name, may be a S5

reminiscence of Adasa, where the battle took place." But the name
Hadassah is no doubt pre-Maccabean. Alasa (the name of the place
where Judas Maccabaeus was slain) I Mace. 9, 5 (18) may be an in-

tentional alteration of Adasa (AAA2A for AAA2A; see Crit. Notes

on Kings, SBOT, p. 293, 1. 22; cf. ZAT 26, 306). 4o

(86) See JENSEN'S learned article Jilatnitischc Kigcnnauicn. \YZKM
6 (1892) 210. Xadalatum (which may be an inaccurate spelling for

xadassatunt) appears in the cuneiform vocabulary II R 29, No. 3, 1. 73
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as a synonym of kallatu 'bride.' This list of synonyms (K. 2040)
is republished in Cuneiform Texts, part 18 (London, 1904) pi. 7

(col. Ill, o). The combination of this Assyr. xadasatu with hadliasdli,

the fem. of Heb. hadhds 'new' is just as impossible as the combina-

5 tion of the name Noah with the stem naxu, inhx 'to rest'; cf. above,
n. 23, and below, n. 149. The initial consonant of Heb. hadhds 'new'

is //; the initial consonant of Assyr. xadasatu, on the other hand, is

x (//). Heb. hadhds 'new' appears in Assyrian as eshi edsu, hadsu;
see my Sumer. Familiengesetze (Leipzig, 1 879) p. 26, n. 3 ;

The Assyr.
10 E-vowel (Baltimore, 1887) p. 26, 10. The feminine of essu 'new' is

essetu for essatu; the lengthening of the a before the feminine t must
be explained as in emetit 'mother-in-law' for hamatu, fem. of emu
'father-in-law' = hamu; axdtu 'sister,' fem. of dxii 'brother.'

DELITZSCH'S conclusion on p. 92 of the second edition of his Assyr.

15 Gramm. (Berlin, 1906) that the form essetu points to ~et as the

original form of the feminine ending -it, is unwarranted.

Consequently xadasatu cannot mean nouvelle (marie'e). For the

etymology of the synonym of xadasatu, Assyr. kallatu see my
remarks in AJSL 22, 205, 1. 4; 257, 1. 6; AJP 27, 162166. For the h

20 in Heb. Hadassdli instead x (//) see AJSL 22, 200, 1. 2; 253, 1. 7; and

for the s in Hebrew, instead of Assyr. s, see Crit. Notes on Kings

(SBOT) p. 270, 1. 26; cf. above, n. 20. Syr. asd 'myrtle' (Arab, as)

may stand for ass, ads, hads. Cf. Assyr. issa 'her hand' for idsa;

sessu 'sixth' for sed(t)su, saAisu (not sadusu; contrast DELITZSCH,

25 Assyr. 6V.-, 91, No. 8; 104). For the abstract xadashltu 'wedding'

if. BEHREXS' paper (cited at the end of n. 36) p. 38, n. i.

(87) See GJV 1, 218, n. 28.

(88) Cf. KAT :}

, 371, n. 5; 375, below; 424, 1. 12; contrast JASTROW,

Religion (see n. 40) p. 136. arpanitu is but a variety of Istar.

30 (89) Cf. WILDEBOER'S commentary on Esther, p. 174; KAT 3
, 517.

(90) P. JENSEN, Das Nationalepos der Babylonier und seine Ab-

senker vor Allem in der israelitischen, der christliclien und der

griecJiischen Sage (Strassburg, 1906). See the announcement at the

end of parts 12 of ZA 19 (Nov. 1905) and ZA 16, 125 134. HOMMEL,
35 Grundriss der GeograpJiie und GescJiichte des alten Orients (Miinchen,

1904) p. 238, n. i, calls JENSEN'S views concerning the Nimrod Epic
abenteuerlicJi, and in the domain of extravagant and fanciful theories

HOMMEL has perhaps more experience than the majority of his co-

workers. In the announcement at the end of parts 3 and 4 of ZA 19

40 (July, 1906) the title of JENSEN'S book is given as Das Gilgamesch-

Epos in der Weltliteratur. Erster Band: Die Urspriinge der alt-

testamentliclien PatriarcJien-, Propheten- und Befreier-Sage und der

neutestamentliclien Jesus-Sas^e.
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(91) See K. 7224 on p. 94 of my edition of the cuneiform text

(cf. above, n. 34) and KB 6, 142, col. vi; KAT :{

, 570.

(92) See KB 2, 208, 1. 107; KAT 3
, 383, n. 4; 571, n. 2; cf. JENSEN'S

paper, cited in n. 86, p. 66, below.

(93) Assyr. Astartuntku; see 4 of my Prolegomena to an Assyr- 5

ian Grammar (JAOS 13, ccl). Cf. KAT 3
, 570, n. 2. In Fritz Renter's

Memoiren eines alien FliegenscJiimmels in Briefen an semen Urenkcl

(vol. 7, p. 383 of the edition of the Bibliographische Institut, Leipzig
and Vienna) the denominative verb kombabisiren (= to combabize)
is used for to geld or castrate. 10

(94) Not in Goethe's psychological drama Iphigenie auf Tauris.

(95) For Haman = 'Q(iavos cf. the remarks at the end of n. II.

(96) See JENSEN'S paper, cited in n. 86, pp. 56. 58. 64. 70. For

Umman =Humman compare Huttana = Utana= '0ra.vi]q', see above,

n. 79. The double m of Umman, Amman is preserved in certain 15

manuscripts of the Lucianic recension of the Greek Bible (A^av).

Cf. also DELITZSCH, Assyr. 6>. 2
, p. no, below.

(97) In Syriac and Mandaic, Estera is used for Aphrodite and

the planet Venus; see NOLDEKE, EB 1404, 7. For the name Istar

see my Assyr. E-vowel (Baltimore, 1887) p. 16, below. Htar is an 20

old feminine form (with infixed feminine /) of Asur, i. e. 'The Benig-
nant.' Asur, Asratu, Asirtu, mttjS, Htar, mrUD* are all derived from

the Semitic stem 1TSJK =
rwyj

. JENSEN'S Sumerian etymology of Alur

(KAT 3
, 351) is impossible; cf. DELITZSCH'S Assyr. Gr.-, 91, No. 8.

(98) See JENSEN'S paper, cited in n. 86, pp. 51. 58. 62. For m= v 25

see above, p. 32, 1. 24.

(99) The theory that Haman represents Winter, and that Purim

is a Spring festival, was advanced by the Dutch scholar L. S. P.

MEYBOOM in his Raadselachtige Verhalen nit ket Oude en ket Nieu-we

Testament (Groningen, 1870) cited by A. KuENEN in his Godsdienst 30

van Israel, vol. 2 (Haarlem, 1870) p. 373 and in his Einleitung (see

above, n. 25) p. 198. LAGARDE, Purim, p. 5 considered MEYBOOM'S

theory a Narretkei. According to MEYBOOM, Esther is the sun; and

Mordecai, the moon. Cf. also below, n. 102.

(100) In German: Winteraustreiben or Todaustragen (Todaus- 35

treiben). Cf. ED. GRlSEBACH's new edition of Des Knaben Wunder-

horn, Alte deutsche Lieder gesammelt von L. A. v. Arnim mid Clemens

Brentano (Leipzig, 1906) pp. 106. 838. This ancient rite is observed on

the day on which the Pope blesses the Golden Rose. Mid-Lent

Sunday {Lcetare) is therefore called in German}' Todsonntag or 40

Rosensonntag. In 1906 Laetare fell on March 25; cf. above, n. 8.

On the fourth Sunday in Lent an ancient Germanic Spring festival

is celebrated at Ermatingen, on the southwestern shore of Lake
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Constance (between Constance and Schaffhausen, opposite the island

of Reichenau) in the Swiss canton of Thurgau (near Arenenberg,
the residence of Queen Hortense and her son Louis Napoleon, after-

wards known as Napoleon III.). This festival is called Groppenfas-

5 naclit. The term Fasnacht or FasenacJit is connected with the verb

faseln (to behave senselessly, to be silly, to rave) referring to the

mummery and buffoonery practiced at the festival. The modern
form Fastnacht, connecting the name with fasting, represents a sub-

sequent popular etymology, just as the Septuagintal (JPQOVQCU instead

10 of Purim; cf. above, p. 14, 1. 39; p. 51, 1. 10. Groppe is the name
of a small fish fa kind of chub-fish) caught by the fishermen of

Ermatingen in the spring (cf. the London wkiUdait}. These fishes

are kept until the day of the festival, then they are fried and eaten

as a special delicacy. The reappearance of the Groppen marks the

15 beginning of Spring. In the festival procession a colossal image of

this fish on a waggon (cf. above, p. 25, 1. 37) drawn by gnomes,

plays a prominent part. This is known as the Groppenkonig and

symbolizes Spring. Winter is represented by a figure of straw,

which is thrown into the lake, while in Zurich the effigy of Winter

20 is burnt. At Ermatingen, Winter figures also as a captain of robbers

who plays all sorts of pranks, but is afterwards hanged on the gallows
erected near the lake. Cf. the illustrated article by FRANZ WlCH-
MAXX in the German weekly Die Gartenlaube, 1896, Nr. 18, p. 308.

In Lower Bavaria it was customary to burn a figure of straw

25 on a pyre at Easter. This effigy was known as the Ostermann or

Judas, and the ceremony was called Judasbrennen (see Gartenlaube,

1895, p. 240).

(101) See LAGARDE, Purim, pp. 8 14.

(102) See J. G. FRAZER'S remarks in EB 3981, below (cf. above,

30 p. 25, 1.41; p. 40, 1. 27).

(103) Fifty cubits, i. e. more than 83 feet; cf. above, n. 61.

(104) Haman is no doubt an ancient Elamite name (cf. above,

n. 96) but the prototype of Haman in the Book of Esther is the

Syrian general Nicanor (cf. p. 4, 1. 42). In the same way Mephistoph-
35 eles in Goethe's Faust is an old legendary figure, but the character

is Goethe's own creation and reflects some of the characteristics of

his friend J. H. Merck (1741 1791); cf. OTTO HARNACK'S introduction

to Faust in Goethe's Werke edited by KARL HEIXEMAXX, vol. 5, p. 9.

(105) Cf. DUHM, Das Buck Hiob (1897) p. vii; contrast KARL
40 KAUTZSCH, Das sogenannte Volksbncii i-on Hiob (Tubingen, 1900).

See also B. BAENTSCH'S review of KAUTZSCH'S book in TLZ 26, No. 26

(Dec. 21, 1901) and D. B. MACDONALD's paper The Original Form of
the Legend of Job in JBL 14 (1895) pp. 63 71.
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(106) Cf. F. C. DAHLMANN'S letter to G. G. GERVINUS, quoted in

ERICH SCHMIDT'S edition of H. v. Kleist's Werke (Bibliographischcs

Institut, Leipzig and Vienna) vol. 2, p. 319, 11. 21 34: Damals ver-

stand jeder die Bezieliungen, wer der Fiirst Aristan sei, der zuletzt

zuiii Tode gefithrt wird; wer die wdren, die durck Wicktigthun nnd 5

Botenschicken das Vaterland zu retten meinten, &c. See also ibid.

p. 315, 1. 14; p. 316, 1. 34.

(107) See the report on the meeting of the GesellscJtaft fur
Deutsche Literatur, May 17, 1905 in Deutsche Literaturzeitung, July 8,

1905, col. 1698 (paper by FELIX ROSENBERG). 10

(108) Cf. LAGARDE, Purim, p. 50, n. i.

(109) Cf. above, p. 37, 1. 41. (no) See above, n. 78.

(111) For instance in the codex Arundelianus of the British

Museum; see LAGARDE'S edition of the Lucianic recension (Gottingen,

1883) p. 512, below, and p. vi; Ankiindigung eincr ncnen ausgabe der i$

grieclusclien iibersetzung des a/ten testaments (1882) p. 26; Symmicta,
vol.2 (1880) p. 142, below. This manuscript has also /"coyaZoc

=

Bovralos = /://= ian Est.2, 8. In 2, 14 <5
A has TE for FA1, cf. <&

s

KE&AZ in Cant. 5, n; see HAUPT, Canticles (Chicago, 1902) p. 63, 1.6;

Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT) p. 118, 1. 6; p. 303, 1. 38. 2o

(112) WlNCKLER, AoF 2, 381, n. i; 3, 31 combined Agagi with

Assyr. agagu 'to be angry' and Arab, hajjaj 'tyrant'; cf. p. 98, n. i

of his paper cited above, n. 43. But the first stem-consonant of

Assyr. agagu is not //; agagu corresponds to Arab, ajja 'to burn';

see my remarks in AJSL 1, 176, n. 2. AoF 3, 35 WlNCKLER states 25

that Bovyaioq is a corruption of ratyaioc, and Fcoyaioc, he thinks,

is a corruption of Agagi. Bovyaiog, however, is not an accidental

corruption but an intentional adaptation of ra>yaloq\ and Fooyaloq
is not a corruption of Agagi, but Agagi is a Heb. adaptation of

Gagi. There may be some connection between the epithet Gagi so

'northern barbarian' and the epithet of John Hyrcanus. The expla-
nation that this Maccabean prince was called Hyrcanus because he

had conquered the Hyrcanians (near the south-east corner of the

Caspian Sea) is not satisfactory; cf. WlLLRlCH, Judaica, p. 36, n. i.

From the Greek point of view the Macedonians were northern bar- 35

barians (cf. above, p. 14, 1. 19) and the Jews regarded the Samaritans

as northern barbarians (cf. Luke 17, 18). John Hyrcanus conquered
the Samaritans and destroyed the Temple on Mt. Gerizim in u.S i:. C,

(113) The old Latin version of Josephus (which was made in the

sixth cent.) renders Jos. Ant. 11, 6, 13: conservatores; and the oldest 40

and best Greek manuscript of Josephus, the codex Palatinns (which
seems to have been written in the ioth cent.) reads (pyovQiaq; see

LAGARDE, Pnrini, p. 15. A. SCHOLZ says in his commentary on
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Esther (Wiirzburg, 1892) p. xxiv, below: y>QovQai must be derived

from (pQovgtiv 'to watch' in the sense of 'watching and praying.'

Cf. also E. KONIG, Einleitung in das AT (Bonn, 1893) p. 292, below;

ERBT, Purimsage (Berlin, 1900) p. 78, n. 3; and below, n. 141.

5 (iH) See the remarks above, at the end of 11.44.

(115) A cablegram from St. Petersburg, March 9, 1906, stated:

The fears of a renewal of Jewish massacres at Easter, to which a deputation recently

called Premier Witte's attention, seem upon investigation to have real foundation. The

'Black Hundred" organizations in the 'pale' and also elsewhere in European Russia are

10 conducting an agitation to slaughter the 'enemies of Russia." Circulars have been

prepared in St. Petersburg calling for the extermination of the Jews. At Minsk the

Society of Old Believers has had the temerity to address a request to the Premier for

permission to crush 'the nation's foes.' The Premier immediately notified the Governor-

General of Minsk to take measures to prevent any outbreak. Nevertheless, in many

15 places reactionary officials and the police, who regard the Jews as the inciters of the

late revolution, are doing nothing. The members of the deputation which called on

the Premier were genuinely alarmed. The appeal which they presented to the Premier

charged that a propaganda against the Jews was openly proceeding under the cover of

patriotism and love of the Emperor, hundreds of thousands of pamphlets being circulated

20 among the ignorant classes of the population who are accustomed to regard printed

words as gospel. The local authorities, the deputation added, are closing their eyes,

with the result that the Jewish population is threatened with more dreadful outrages than

those of last fall.

I append a few extracts from subsequent cablegrams:

25 St. Petersburg, March 14, 1906: The police prefect was summoned to a meeting
of the Cabinet and asked to explain how it happened that the publication of the proc-

lamation calling for the extermination of the Jews was printed in the official printing

office attached to his department .... The plan is to provoke riots and massacres

of Jews and revolutionists over as wide an area as possible in order to- justify still more

30 terrible repressions and thereby prove to the Emperor that the people are not ripe for

any sort of self-government. It is a desperate game, but it is backed by many of the

provincial authorities, and the support of the governor-generals has been enlisted, the

former using the police and the latter the troops, among whom proclamations against

the Jews and revolutionists, which are understood to have been printed at the armed

35 headquarters in Odessa, have been distributed It is understood that 50,000
members of the 'Black Hundreds' in St. Petersburg are armed, but it is not believed,

in view of the warnings they have received, that the conspirators will attempt to pro-

voke a massacre at the capital. The authorities here, however, are in sympathy with

the conspirators, and the danger of an outbreak about Easter is regarded as real.

40 St. Petersburg, March 31, 1906: The League of Russian writers has issued an

appeal to the Russian people to unite in the name of their conscience and self-respect

to prevent the Jewish massacres which, they claim, are beyond doubt being prepared
in Southwestern Russia for Eastertide. The appeal says that it is not fancy, but fact,

that the police and gendarmes are arranging to let loose the Black Hundreds upon the

45 members of the poor, helpless race. It recalls that the Kischeneff, Gomel and Odessa

anti-Jewish outrages were committed at the instigation of Minister of the Interior

Plehwe, Prefect of Police Neidhardt, and Count Podgorichanie, Chief of the Gendarmerie

of Gomel. Just as in the past, these St. Bartholomews were arranged by agents of the

Government, the appeal declares, the recent proclamations emanating from the printing
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office of the police master at St. Petersburg and that of the military staff at Odessa

leave no doubt that the authorities are privy to the present propaganda.
On April 2, 1906, Baron Rosen, the Russian Ambassador to Washington, received

a dispatch from St. Petersburg, announcing that rumors of probable anti-Jewish uprisings

in Russia are unfounded . . . The Government is convinced that there is an impossi- 5

bility of such disorders occurring, as the most energetic measures have been taken to

prevent them. Yesterday, by orders of Count Witte, president of the Council, the

Minister of Interior sent a circular to the governors of provinces where there is a Tewish

population to take, from the very first, the most energetic measures for stopping disorders
;

to defend by troops the lives and property of the Jewish population. The governors 10

were informed that if disorders occurred the local authorities would be held responsible

and brought to justice.

According to Est. 8, 9, similar instructions were sent to the

governor-generals, provincial authorities, and military commanders in

the provinces of the Persian empire. Some of the statements in the 15

cablegrams from St. Petersburg may be somewhat exaggerated, just

as there are exaggerations in the Book of Esther; but the conditions

prevailing in 'European' Russia at the beginning of the 2Oth
century

of the 'Christian' era certainly afford good illustrations for the con-

ditions at the times of the Maccabees reflected in the Book of Esther. 20

Cf. above, nn. 56 and 55.

According to the principle Audiatur et altera pars, I should

like to call attention to an article by Th. H. PANTENIUS, entitled

Die Anarchien in Russland, in the Berlin weekly Da/ieim, Dec. 9,

1905, pp. 11 14. 25

(i 16) The following two clauses in v. 26 contain two explanatory

glosses; cf. the translation of Ezekiel, in the Polychrome Bible i^New

York, 1899) p. 94, n. *; Crit. Notes on Ezekiel (SBOT) p. 41, 1. 27;

and RoST's remarks in OLZ 6, 403. 443, cited in my paper on Moses'

Song of Triumph, AJSL 20, 162, ad v. 8; see also below, n. 138. 30

Also Est. 9, 28b is a subsequent addition, just as vv. 23 25. Verses

20 22. 26*. 27. 28*, on the other hand, are original.

(117) Cf. Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT) p. 61, 1.24; E. SIEVF.KS,

Metrische Studien (Leipzig, 1901) 244.

(118) See the translation of Judges, in the Polychrome Bible 35

(New York, 1898) p. 89, 1. 4; Crit. Notes on Judges (SBOT) p. 60, 1. 51.

(i 19) See Crit. Notes on Numbers (SBOT) p. 46, 1. 19 and Actcs

du douxieme Congres International dcs Oricntalistes (Florence, 1901"

p. clxxv.

(120) DRIVER, Introduction to OT (New York, 1897) p. 485, n.
*

40

says: "Though a word meaning 'lot' may acquire the derived sense

of allotted portion (as xJLfjQog, gordt Jud. 1, 3) it is manifestly an un-

sound argument to infer that a word meaning properly 'portion'

would acquire the meaning lot" Lots, however, often consist of
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pieces of paper, or straw, &c. of different lengths or differently marked,
&c. Cf. also our phrase lot, piece, or parcel ofground. Syr. piccetha

(pi. piece) means not only 'piece, part, strip, rag' but also 'lot, allotted

portion, share'; and pissetha, a softened form of picct'tha, means

5 'casting lots, divining by lots'; also 'ballot, suffrage.' Arnii or sedlid

pissa (or piece} is the phrase for 'to cast lots.' Syr. piccet/ia has a

Greek n\ see NOLDEKE'S Syr. Gr. 105. The derivation of pissetha
and piccet/ta from Semitic stems prinuz n is doubtful. Both words

are probably derived from yrjpog; see FRANKEL, Aram. Fremdivorter

10 im Arabischen (Leyden, 1886) p. 60; LAGARDE, Purim, p. 23. Arab.

ficc is transposed from (iff
=

tp^<jpog; (iff stands for tsef, psef, with

dissimilation of the initial p. Cf. also Syr. pispesa = tyij<po(;. If

pissetJia were connected with nifsa 'hackling of wool,' the original

meaning of pissa would be 'something hackled or torn asunder.'

15 Cf. Assyr. napasu (HW 476b
).

Heb. pissdtk bar 'abundance of grain'

(Ps. 72, 1 6) corresponds to Assyr. napasu 'to be abundant'; see my
note in BA 5, 471. For c = ts see my remarks cited below, 1. 26.

(121) Pers. bahre 'part, portion' appears in Syriac as bahrdqqa,
and carmine 'bottle' or 'glass' as carwinqa; sare 'silk,' is found in

20 Arabic as sdraq; kurte 'upper garment' as qiirtaq; sdru or caru

'plaster, mortar' as caharug or Saruq. Arab, ndmmaqa for ndbbaqd)
'to inscribe, to write' is a denominative verb derived from Pers. name
'book.' Cf. the Persian words on pp. 324/5 of FRANKEL's book
cited in the preceding note, and the index of Persian words in

25 DUVAL'S Bar Bahliil (Paris, 1901) pp. 212 228. For Semitic c (or j)= Persian c see my remarks in BA 1, 261, below, and my paper on

the pronunciation of tr in Old Persian in JHUC, No. 59 (August, 1887)

p. H7 a
. Syr. baJiraqqd is read also bakraqd, bahdrqa, baliliarqa,

baliharriqqd, bekirqd, &c. In the Talmud we find the adjective

baharlqdi 'substitute' (or ^p-nra) which LEVY registers sub

JASTROW and DALMAX sub spiin; contrast LAGARDE'S

Purim, p. 21.

(122) Cf. my Sumer. Familiengesetze (Leipzig, 1879) p. 56, n. 5,

below; ZA 2, 282. PONTUS LEANDER, IJber die sumerischen LeJin-

35 ivorter im Assyrischen (Upsala, 1903) p. 31 thinks that bara may be

a Semitic loanword; but this view seems to me untenable. Contrast

DELITZSCH, Assyr. Gr.'1 (Berlin, 1906) 102, b.

(123) In the third edition of Ft'RST's Heb. lexicon (Leipzig, 1876)

p. 209, pur was compared, not only with Pers. pare, but also with

40 bare, baJtre. bahr, &c. See also BERTHEAU-RYSSEL's commentary
on Ezra-Neh. and Esther (Leipzig, 1887) p. 411, below, and contrast

LAGARDE, Purim, p. 22.

(124) In the north, at the court of Teheran, the original pro-
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nunciation of the a is said to be preserved. This pronunciation,

however, is not natural.

(125) We find the same change in modern German, e. g. Bruder,
Gothic brothar, Old Persian dratar, Lat. frater \

Ger. Bnclie 'beech'
= Lat. fagus. Indo-European a became o in the original Germanic, 5

and this o afterwards passed into u.

(126) See my paper on the etymology of mohcl, circumciser,

AJSL 22, 250, below.

(127) See e. g. E. BlSCHOFF, Jzdisch-Deutscher Dollmctscher

(Leipzig, 1901) p. 11; JACOB GERZOX, Die judisch-deutsche Sprache 10

(Frankfurt a'M, 1901) pp. 14. 21. The Lithuanian Jews say ybr for

Jahr.

(128) Cf. Bacher's remarks on the Hebrew-Persian dictionary of

Moses ben-Aaron ben-Sheerith, of Shirwan in northern Persia (about

1460 A. D.) ZAT 16, 236 (see ibid. 17, 201) and ZDMG 56, 746 (hamiin 15

for hamari).

(129) Cf. my remarks in my paper Babylonian Elements in the

Levitic Ritual, JBL 19, 60.

(130) Even the modern Persian pare means, not only 'piece,

parcel,' but also 'part, portion, gift, present, bribe,' &c. In an article 20

Eine vergessene Dichterin und ikr unvergessener Freund, GUSTAY

HOCKER, of Breslau, describes how the poetess, Agnes Harder, the

friend of Gustav Freytag, used to distribute gifts on Christmas day;
and he employs the term portion for these gifts. He says: Am
Cliristmorgen stieg und kroch es die Treppen zu Agnes auf und ab: 25

diirftig gekleidete Frauen, Manner an Kriicken, zerlumpte Bettelkindcr.

keines zog unbeschenkt ab. Abends prangten im Sckimmer zaklloser

Wachskerzen die Weihnachtsbaume, und auf zwei Tafeln lag die

Menge kleiner GescJienke ausgebreitet, jede ,,Portion" fur sick ge-
sondert und von einem Extralichtcken bestraJilt. See the Berlin 30

weekly Daheim (June 2, 1906) p. i5
b

. The Persian Jews may have

adopted the 'Days of the Portions' from the Persians, just as many
German or American Jews have now Christmas trees, Christmas

presents, &c. Cf. NOLDEKE's remark in EB 1405, 7: Many Jews
celebrate Christmas after the manner of their Christian fellow-coun- 35

trymen, in so far at least as it is a secular institution. Christmas

trees, Christmas presents, &c. are, of course, ultimately pagan, not

Christian; cf. above, p. 11, 1. 10.

Talmudic "plPlTO, which is given as the name of a Persian festival,

Avodkdk zardk n b
, can hardly be combined with irfE (Gen. 34, 12; 40

Ex. 22, 16; I S 18, 25) although Gudea uses the Sumerian term corre-

sponding to irftj (Assyr. tirxatu; contrast HW 7i3
b

) for the gifts

offered to the goddess Ba'u at the New Year's festival; cf. above,
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p. 3, 1. 10; p. 30, 1. 16. and especially p. 122, n. i of THUREAU-
DANGIX'S book (KB 3, I, p. 60, n. 3). The names of the Persian

and Babylonian festivals mentioned in the Talmudic passage cited

p. 46, 1. 40, are just as corrupt as the Persian names given in the

5 Book of Esther. The names of the Persian festivals are: "miDlE

"pinTO ^pSIWE ^pc'ni:: (Mutredhe, Turyasql, Muharneqt, or rather

Muharqani, and Moka
ri)i). The Babylonian festivals are called:

"1183 mW\ i3i;m amaps ipsims. The term KfPSpK (aqnditha) means

'purchase.' Cf. GOI.DSCHMIDT, Der babyl. Talmud, vol. 7 (Berlin, 1903)

10 p. 834, n. 282.

(131) Our term messes (Gen. 43, 34; 2 S 11, 8)
= French mets is

not connected with Lat. missa 'what is sent,' but with the word

meat = food, i. e. what is meted or dealt out, apportioned. Mess in

a ship's mess &c. seems to be the same word, not = Lat. mensa
i $ 'table,' while mess 'mixture, confusion' is a variant of mash. Cf. also

post-Biblical nSE missd/t 'dish, course' (ptltitioc).

(132) Cf. LAGARDE, Purim p. 56.

(133) See AJP 17, 408-412.

(134) Cf. BRUGMANN's Vergl. Grammatik, vol. 1 (Strassburg, 1886),

20 pp. 244/5; 2 (1889) p. 132; Kurze I'ergl. Gr. part 1 (1902) 175. 199.

(135) Ps. 16 was written about 167 B. C. See n. 60 to my paper
on Moses' Song of Triumph, AJSL 20, 172. This poem consists of

three sections, just as the post-Exilic psalm in Exod. 15. Each of

the three sections comprises three couplets with 2 + 2 beats in each

25 line, i. e. the same meter which we find in Moses' Song of Triumph
and in Ps. 1 (AJSL 19, 131) as well as in couplets iii v of David's

Lament over Saul and Jonathan (JHUC, No. 163, p. 55) and in a

number of glosses in the Book of Ecclesiastes. Midddm in Ps. 16, 4
stands for middathdm; cf. FRANZ DELlTZSCH's commentary on the

30 Psalms (1894) p. 240, n. i
;
ZDMG 58, 524; 59 165. 629. 671; 60, 326.

Midddh = minhdh 'gift,' especial!}' 'bloodless offering.' The psalmist
avoids the term minhdh for the offerings of the heathen.

(136) The Received Text reads tbmikk.

(137) The omission of ivc-hci'lt is due to haplography. The

35 following Ijavalim was written "'inn; cf. Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT)
p. 80, 1. 3, and below, p. 51, 1. 43.

(138) The last line of this poem is sobal semahoth eth-panckha

iic?*/i. The words nc'imot/i bitninckhd between etli-panekha and ni\~
(l
li

represent a variant (fern. pi. instead of masc. pi.) to bannc'imim

40 [btmmek/ia] in v. 6. There bimincklui has dropped out in the Re-
ceived Text. For the position of the variant (cf. Crit. Notes on Kings,

p. 213, 1. 48) at the end of the text cf. the remarks in OLZ 6, 403.

443, referred to above, at the end of n. 116. See also AoF 3, 385,
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below, and cf. ibid. p. 457, 1. 3. Wixi KI.KR'S interpretation of Gen. 41,

10 is just as impossible as his conjecture (p. 435, below) that Iclolnm

instead of ladhonai in Gen. 39, 9 is due to a cuneiform AX-EN-

LlL-zVz (AL 4
, 11, 72) instead of beli-ia. In a note he admits that

the script of the 'Babylonian prototype' of the story of Joseph may $

have been, not cuneiform, but Aramaic. More than twenty-five years

ago, SAYCE suggested that Milcah and Iscah (Gen. 11, 29) represented
different readings of a cuneiform original; cf. Crit. Notes on Genesis

(SBOT) p. 60, 1. 2. AoF 3
;
2 Winckler states that bithan Est. 1, 5

is an ideogram with phonetic complement (rP2 -j- n = appadan). 10

Similarly WIXCKLER thinks (AoF 3, 3, below) that the final n in

jinx Est. 8, 6 is due to Persian influence. But Heb. bithan is a

Babylonian loanword (KAT 3
, 649) = bitanu 'palace'; cf. tarbac.ii sa

bitani in BEHREXS* dissertation (cited at the end of n. 36) p. 39, n. 3.

The ha(dr ginndtli bitlian Jiauuncl'kh Est. 1, 5 corresponds to D in 15

the groundplan of the Acropolis of Susa in BlLLERBECK's Susa

(Leipzig, 1893) p. 132.

(139) See the translation of Isaiah, in the Polychrome Bible

(New York, 1898) p. 112, 1. 24.

(140) See Crit. Notes on Daniel (SBOT) p. 28, 1. 50; cf. MARTI'S 20

commentary on Daniel (1901) p. 41 and BOISSIER in PSBA 18, 237;

also the translation of FRIEDRICH DELlTZSCH's third and last lecture

on Babel and Bible (cf. my remarks referred to below, n. 151) in

The Open Court, vol. 20 (Chicago, March, 1906) p. 140. In this trans-

lation the German phrase Alles was Odem hat = 'every thing that 2$

has breath' (Ps. 150, 6) is rendered (p. 145, below, and p. 146, above)
all Odem possesses or what Odem possesses; cf. the French rendering
of Schiller's line, Gottlob! liier ste/i ich wieder auf dem Meinigen,

quoted by the late JULES OPPERT in ZA 17, 291: Grace a Dieii, me
voila revenu sur le Meinigen. See also E. KOxio's paper Menc, 30

menc tekcl uphdrsin in Nene kircJi. ZeitscJirift, 12, 949 957. KONIG's

conjecture that the original meaning of the words may have been

The vessel, the vessel (was) fall and bursting (i. e. the profanation
of the vessels of the Temple led to the downfall and overthrow of

Belshazzar) does not commend itself. 35

(141) The Sylvesternacht (i. e. New Year's eve) plays an important

part in H. v. Kleist's chivalric drama Das Kiitlielien von Heilbronn

oder die Fenerprobe; see the edition cited above, n. 106, p. 231, 1. 33;

p. 232, 1. 5; p. 241, 1. 8; p. 279, 1. 18; p. 280, 11. 9. 19; p. 281, 1. 7;

p. 293, 1. 24; cf. also p. 177, 11. 23. 35. There is an interesting painting 40

by N. K. LIM<>\K.\KO, representing New Year's eve oracles in Russia,

reproduced in the German weekly Welt und Hans, vol. 4 (Leipzig,

1905) part 39 (Sept. 30, 1905).
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HALL CAINE says in his novel The Manxman, part ii, chapter ii

(vol. 1, p. loo of the Tauchnitz edition): In the Island of Man
Christmas begins on the 24th of December and only ends for good
on the 6th of January. In the country places, which still preserve

5 the old traditions, the culminating day is Twelfth Day. It is then

that they "cut off the fiddler's head," and play valentines which they
call the "Goggans." The girls set a row of mugs on the hearth in

front of the fire, put something into each of them as a symbol of

trade, and troop out to the stairs. Then the boys change the order

10 of the mugs, and the girls come back blind-folded, one by- one, to

select their goggans. According to the goggans they lay hands on,

so will be the trades of their husbands. This game is played on

the last night of the Christmas holidays. Cf. also the description

of the customs at Hollantide Eve in The Manxman, part i, chapter vi

15 (vol. 1, p. 58 of the Tauchnitz edition). A new edition of the German
translation of HALL CAINE'S novel (Leipzig, 1897) has just been

issued (July, 1906) by H. A. L. Degener, of Leipzig.

(142) Kathchen von Heilbronn says (/. c. p. 279, 11. 17. 18):

Die satis im Blei, das sie gelieimnisvoll

20 In der SylvesternacJit niir zngcgossen.

(143) According to the Levitic ritual of the Day of Atonement
the high-priest cast lots for (lit. upon, i. e. concerning) two goats, one

for JHVH, and one for Azazel; see DRIVER'S translation of Leviticus,

in the Polychrome Bible (New York, 1899) p. 30, 1. 29. Cf. J. D. PRINCE'S

25 paper on the Assyro-Babylonian scapegoat controversy in AJSL 20,

173. This casting of lots on the Day of Atonement may be a purified

form of some Babylonian oracular practice at the beginning of Tishri.

(144) Cf. SCHWALLY'S book, cited above, n. 6, pp. 42 45. For

fasting at the end of the year cf. also p. 73 of BEHRENS* paper cited

30 at the end of n. 36.

(145) ZAT 11, 157169; cf. H. GUNKEL, Schopfung und Chaos in

Urzeit und Endzeit (Gottingen, 1895) p. 310, n. 3.

(146) Assyr. puxru was identified with Syr. puhra 'convivium'

(company, mess, banquet) in LYON'S KeilscJirifttexte Sargoris (Leipzig,

35 ^83) p. 64, ad\. 31. Cf. LAGARDE, Mitthcilnngcn, vol. 2 (1887) p. 379;

ZIMMERN, ZAT 11 (1891) 159.

(147) See ZIMMERN in ZAT 11, 161; KAT 3
, 515. Cf. above, n. 38.

(148) See LAGARDE, Purim, p. 24, below.

(149) See ERBT, Purimsage, p. ii; C. H. W. JOHNS in EB 3, 3979,

40 c, second paragraph; cf. my Sumer. Familiengesetze (1879) p. 10, n. J;

p. 20, n. 3; p. 26, n. 3; p. 48, n. 3; KAT 2
(1883) p. 492; DELITZSCH'S

Assyr. Gramm. (1889) 42, end; 53 of the second edition (Berlin,

1906); also the remarks on hadasu and xadasu, above, nn. 23. 86.

Beitrage zur semit. Sprachwissenschaft. VI, 2. 4
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(150) Cf. LAGARDE, Purim, p. 6, n. i; ERBT, Purimsage, p. 8;

JENSEN, ZA 16, 410, below; see also below, p. 51, 1.26. Modern Hebrew
thieves connect the term Purim with the verb pur = pardr 'to

break': in the cant of German burglars (the so-called KocJiemer

Lose/ten, a compound of Heb. hakhdm 'wise' and lasbn 'tongue') a 5

large crow-bar (German Brecheisen) is called Gross -Purim\ and a

small one, Klein-Purim; a maker of crow-bars is known as Puriin-

Pflanzer; see ERNST RABBEN, Die Gaunersprache (Hamm, Westphalia,

1906) p. 104; cf. F. C. B. AvE-LALLEMANT, Deutsches GauncrtJnini,

vols. 3 and 4 (Leipzig, 1862) and F. KLUGE, Rotwelsch, Quellen und Wort- 10

scliatz der Gaunersprache und der verwandten Geheimsprachen, vol. 1

(Strassburg, 1901). In a leap-year the Jews celebrate Purim in the

intercalary month, the second Adar, and the 14* of the first Adar
is observed as Klein-Purim.

(151) See my metrical reconstruction and translation in my lecture 15

on Babel and Bible, JHUC, No. 163, pp. 49
a

. 5o
b

.

(152) In the Talmud, haggittbth we-habbaddim 'wine-presses and

oil presses' is used also for the time of wine-pressing and olive-

pressing, Heb. Sa'dth haggittbth we-habbaddim, e. g. Chag. 24
b

, end;

25
a

,
&c. Cf. GOLDSCHMIDT, Der babyI. Talmud, vol. 3 (Berlin, 1899) 20

p. 864 f. See also op. cit. vol. 7 (1903) p. 1042 (Avodhdh zardh 75*:

miggath le-gJiath u-mibbadh le-vadh). The Heb. name for 'wine-press'

is gath, while an oil-press is called, in the Talmud, badh; the wine-

pressmen were called boferm; and the olive-pressmen, baddadhin.

Gath stands for gint, just as bath 'daughter' = bint; see Crit. Notes 25

on Kings (SBOT) p.6i, 1.41; cf. BROCKELMANN'S Syr. 6V. 2
(Berlin, 1905)

45, n. 2. Gath was used also for 'oil-press'; the name l^&orjfiavei

(Mark. 14, 32) represents Heb. GatJi-semam(>i); cf. DALMAN, Gramin.

des jiidiscJi-paldst. Aramdischen, second edition (Leipzig, 1905)

p. 191, n. 3. 30

(153) Cf. LAGARDE, Purim, p. 57, below; WINCKLER, AoF 2, 182.

(154) ANDREAS informs me that there is no Persian equivalent, of

Vedic purti 'portion' (Heb. mandJi}. Our knowledge of the Old

Persian vocabulary, however, is very imperfect. The Old Iranian

form of Vedic pfirti would be purti, nom. purti$t
ace. pnrti(in}. At 35

the time when the Book of Esther was composed (cf. above, p. 3,

1. 3) the Persian equivalent of Vedic purti would be *purdc with

Middle Iranian d instead of /; the final e (== aliyd] is originally the

termination of the oblique case. This Middle Iranian *purdc would

appear im Hebrew as iTil!D.f Consequently the A in (&
L

(povQdia 4

f Cf. the Talmudic statement (Avodhdh zaxi/i yia) iTin^> "<3imfi

the Persians send presents to each other; see GOLDSCHMIDT, Der babyl. Talmud, vol. 7

(Berlin, 1903) p. 1030.
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or fpovQdaia may not be a corruption of A in (povgaia, as BERTHEAU-
RYSSEL and ERBT (p. 79) suppose (cf. also NOWACK, Hebr. Archdo-

logie, 2, 198 and JOHNS in EB 3978, below) but the A in <povQaia

may be a corruption of the A in tpovQdia. For the corruption

5 tpovQfiaia
=

<povQ<$aia we may compare $A
A^av = d)

v
Ada[i =

(5
s
Nadaft in Tob. 14, 10. The final

[i
in A6a{JL does not correspond

to the
fi

in Apav, but it is a phonetic modification of the final /3
in

Nadaft (Veins Latina: Nadab\ The final appears also in $ 'Aqab.
The different forms of this name are due, not only to graphic cor-

10 ruption, but also to popular adaptation, just as (S
v

(pQovQai for

(povQdt, cpovQcu; cf. above, 1. 4 and p. 41, 1. 10; also my remarks

on -ftnn = UcdfiVQU in Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT) 112, 23, and

p. 52, 1. 5. The
(i

in <povQ[tcua, however, may be based on the
[i

in (povQifi
= aims; cf. BERTHEAU-RYSSEL, p. 372. The A before

15 the i in (povydcua may be due to dittography of the J, which was

perhaps favored by the Alexandrian adaptation <PQOVQO.L\ cf. above

1. 10. <PovQdaia and (povyaia or <pQovQcua (so in MSS of Josephus)

may represent Aramaic plurals (LAGARDE, Purim, p. 16; cf. Mittlieilungen

2, 380) = tfi-niB and i"VnB. On p. 2^ of his paper on Purim
20 LAGARDE stated that S'H'VIB might be a corruption of S'H'nB; but

"nilD is probably a corruption of ^TYlS; cf. p. 50, 1. 40. The
three letters ill are often confounded, dittographed and haplographed,

cf. above, p. 23, 11. 6. 9. In the same way the omission of the 1

in Heb. D^IIS for "HT13 may be due to haplography, and this

25 graphic corruption may have been influenced by the use of the Heb.

noun finis ^vine-press (whose plural may have been a^"llS) for san-

guinary massacre in the Song of Vengeance, Is. 63, 3; see above, n. 151.

J. D. MICHAELIS stated in the notes to his German translation

of the Books of the Maccabees (Gottingen and Leipzig, 1778) p. 168,

30 ad I Mace. 7, 49:
-- Hier kann man anf die VennutJiung kommen,

das Fest Purim oder der Hamanstag sey zwar in Agypten um die

Zeit von den Juden gefeyret worden, da das ziveite Buck der Macca-

bder geschrieben tvard, denn das erwdhnt den Mardockdustag aus-

driick/ick, aber nicJit in Paldstina zur Zeit Judas Maccabaus, auch

35 nocJi nicJit als der Verfasser des ersten BucJis der Maccabder scJirieb.

Cans nnablidngig von jenem Haniansfeste wiirde wiseres am ij
1"1

gefeyrtes den NaJimen Purim verdienen; "I1B Jieisst HebrdiscJi die

Kelter, und eine grosse Niederlage der Feinde, bey der vieI Blut

ftiesst, stellen die Hebrder als ein Keltertreten dar. J. D. MlCHAELIS

40 refers to Is. 63, I 5; Joel 4, 13; Rev. 14, 1720 (xal sftatev elq rrjv

fajvov rov fi-vfjov rov &ov xov [izyav).

Heb. ITIIB could easily become i"11B (cf. above, 1. 22) and

"H1B may have been mistaken, as an abbreviated plural, for D'HIB,

4*
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just as "nra has become D'nra; see Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT)
120, 5o;f 281, 7; Crit. Notes on Isaiah (SBOT) 83, 11; 117, 36;

AJSL 20, 1 6 1, 1. 12; cf. above, p. 47, 1. 35. <5
V

(pQOVQai is undoubt-

edly a Greek adaptation, just as ftovyaioc, for Fcoyalo^ ^fctt =
^Wtf; but this popular etymologyft maY have been favored by graphic 5

corruption: &POYPAI = &POYPAI = = i-j-nfi = - -HTIB = Middle

Iranian *purde = Vedic piirtL The Greek-speaking Jews who knew
that the ancient New Year's festival at the time of the vernal equinox
was preceded by a Totenfest (see above, p. 20, 1. 7) may have

combined (povQdia with (pQOvSoq deceased, departed (from jtgo + o6o~, 10

<r/I Arab. xJLxx*u (C-^)-

(155) Mordecai, of course, represents, not only Jonathan, but

also Judas Maccabaeus and the other Maccabean heroes; just as

Haman represents not only Nicanor, but also Antiochus Epiphanes
et hoc genus anne. Mordecai corresponds, in some respects, to 15

Nehemiah (cf. 2 Mace. 1, 18; 2, 13) and Haman to Sanballat, Tobiah,

and Geshem (cf. above, p. 42, 1. 36). The enemies of the Jews planned
a sudden attack, but Nehemiah and his people were ready to repel

any onslaught (Neh. 4, 5. 8. 14. 17). Mordecai became grand vizier

of Xerxes, Nehemiah was cupbearer of Xerxes' son and successor 20

Artaxerxes (cf. above, p. 8, 1. 30) and became governor of Judah

(Neh. 5, 14). Cf. also Est. 3, 7 and Neh. 11, i; Est. 3, 8 and

Neh. 2, 19; 6, 6; Est. 8, i and Neh. 2, 6; Est. 8, 9 and Neh. 2, 7;

Est. 8, 17 and Neh. 6, 16; Est. 9, 19 and Neh. 8, 12. It

is hardly necessary to add that I do not believe the passages in 25

Esther were directly influenced by the passages in Nehemiah. See

also J. D. MlCHAELlS* Orientalische und Exegetisclie ttiMiothek, part 6

(Frankfurt a/M, 1774) p. 150; cf. above, p. 30, 1. 8.

f Contrast p. 469 of ED. MEYER'S book cited above, p. 27, 1. 8.

ff Cf. the popular etymology of carnival which is generally derived fiom came 30

vale (farewell to meat). Contrast above, p. 25, 1. 37. See also p. 41, 1. 8.
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